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Welcome to Localites/Localities, the inauguration of a webbased center for local history. This introduction and the
accompanying articles and documents are being published
simultaneously on the web at http://www.eiu.edu/~localite and in
a special issue of Eastern Illinois University's Research and
Review series.
In 1997, historians at Eastern Illinois University began a
project to expand the use of computing in history. 2 The project
links three major components: a technology in history graduate
assistantship (which began in Fall 1999), a web-based center for
local history (which began with the semester projects of Archives
graduate students in Fall 1998), and historical publishing online
(which began with Historical Publishing students putting on the
web the student journal, Historia, http://www.eiu.edu/~historia,
and the department newsletter,http://www.eiu.edu/~histnews, in
Spring 1999). Historians recognize that as effective teachers,
researchers, and members of the community we must create and
shape digitally-stored historical information. Materials currently
available-from websites, listservers, and gopher sites-link local
history with worldwide academic endeavor. We seek to increase
access to and use of these historical materials, particularly
materials from the disparate worlds of local history, by Eastern
Illinois and regional secondary school students. Second, and
more originally, we look to introduce new archival material onto
the web: from the local history research of professors at Eastern
Illinois, from university archives, from the Illinois Regional
Archives Depository, from local libraries, from research around
the world.

'I am grateful to the assistance of Chris Waldrep and Terry Barnhart in the
preparation of this introduction.
2
The Lumpkin Foundation (Illinois Consolidated Telephone Company)
funded the five-year start-up grant proposal. Localites!Localities is also grateful
for support from Eastern Illinois University's Office of Academic Affairs,
Graduate School, and History Department, as well as the cooperation of the
Illinois Regional Archives Depository system out of the office of the Illinois
Secretary of State.
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Localites and Nationalism

We are excited to be taking local history onto the Internet.
Local history is not mere antiquarianism, to be jettisoned in an
environment of global interaction. Academics around the
world-Germans researchinglandesgeschichte (regional history),
French and English studying the pays (the environmentallydetermined country), English and U.S. Americans emphasizing
the county community, Mexicans discussing patrfachica (little
fatherland)-have noted repeatedly that sub-national groupings
and identities influence world history. Increasingly, historians
are asking the big questions in small places.
The following essays speak to this larger theoretical
rationale. We have explored the meanings, possibilities, and
limitations of local, regional, and community history in our
specific research fields. Localites is very much a work in
progress and our dialogue and debate will help us refine our
project. We are pleased to publish this special issue/section
simultaneously in print and online at our new website. We invite
and hope for responses.

The professionalization of history was tightly bound to
nationalism. Historians in early modem Europe distinguished
between story and inventory: chronology and chorography. The
latter was the domain of the local antiquarian and county
historian. 3 Nineteenth-century historians sought to validate their
narratives as the story of something important, the growth of the
nation-state.
The earliest professional journals and
organizations-The English Historical Review (first published in
1886), the American Historical Association (founded in 1884 and
incorporated by Congress in 1889)-were national. Even as local
history professionalized and cut its antiquarian/chorographical
roots, the profession still marginalized it, and local history was
mainly published by antiquarian or local societies. Thus, for
example, even though the Transactions cf the Woo/hope
3 D.R.

Woolf, "Erudition and the Idea of History in Renaissance England,"
Renaissance Quarterly 11, I (Spring 1987): 1-48, esp. 14-7; Richard Helgerson,
Forms of Nationhood: The Elizabethan Writing of England (Chicago, 1992),
132-47; Joseph Levine, Humanism and History: Origins of Modem English
Historiography (Ithaca, 1987), esp. 176-7.
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Naturalists' Field Club included Herefordshire history when it
began publishing in 1852, The English Historical Review claims
to be "the oldest journal of historical scholarship in the
English-speaking world." 4 Even those who carved out a field
distinct from national history, such as the German genre of
Landesgeschicte (regional or provincial history), were considered
subordinate if not actually suspect endeavors by the profession.
Recently, however, European historians have embraced the
locality and the region not just as a convenient sample or area of
analysis, but as the salient tool to understand continental
historical development. In contrast to the modernizing thesis of
works from the 1960s and 1970s, such as Eugen Weber's
Peasants into Frenchmen: the Modernization of Rural France,
1870-1914 (Stanford, 1979), recent books include Celia
Applegate, A Nation of Provincials: The German Idea of Heimat
(Berkeley, 1990) and Alon Confino, The Nation as a Local
Metaphor: Wurtemberg, Imperial Germany, and National
Memory, 187~-1918 (Chapel Hill, 1997). More recently, Celia
Applegate delivered a paper on "A Europe of Regions" as part of
an American Historical Review Forum "Bringing Regionalism
Back to History. "5
As for c?mmon parlance outside the history profession, focus
on the region or the locality is actually a fairly modern
development. Early modem Europeans never spoke or wrote
about their "region," per se. And 19th-century nation builders
viewed the localist past as particularist and corrupt. But nationstate _buildersand central administrators need local knowledge.
In this sense, regionalism is the language of modem policy
bureaucrats. Indeed, the British Economic and Social Research
Council defined "localities" as journey-to-work areas during
research in the 1980s.6 Perhaps the acceptance of and study of
.. ~Aims and Scope: http://www3.oup.co.uk/enghis/s<.:ope/. Of course the
d1_v1s1~nsuggested here is not absolute. The Organization of American
H1stor_ta~s was founded in 1907 as the Mississippi Valley Histori<.:al
Assoctat10n.
1
. ~elia Ap~legate, Karen Wigen, Michael O'Brien, and Vincente L. Rafael,
Bn_ngmg Reg10nahsm Back to History" (AHR Forum), American Historical
Review 104, 4 (1999): 1156-220.
"

6
Philip Cooke, ed., Localities: The Changing Face of Urban Britain
(Lon~~n, 1989). See also, Michael Harloe, ed., Place, policy and politics: Do
local111esmailer? (London, 1990).
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the regional can only flourish where the nation-state is least
contested. Thus, for example, Michael O'Brien has recently
suggested that the South was only described as a region of the
United States well after the Civil War left the Southern nation
and to some extent Southern nationalism in tatters. Throughout
Europe it was only in the 20 th qmtury that "[r]egion came to
radiate from the nation, upward and downward." 7 One person's
region is another person's nation. In the 21st century, local
historians must not worry so much about the pitfalls of
antiquarianism, which the following essays successfully avoid,
that they become mired in the "officialese" of area studies and
modernization theory.
It is paradoxical, then, that Localites/Localities trumpets the
establishment of a web-based center for local history established
by professional historians. The web is the shibboleth of
modernity. (Historians are not the only ones who prefer the
incipient to the vestigial; compare the share price of any webbased company with its revenue.) What role could local
antiquarianism have in an age of super-fast, super-national
transfers of information? Of course, perhaps local historians like
ourselves are simply seeking a path towards self-preservation,
establishing an electronic as opposed to printed journal. 8 Or
perhaps we are following the lead of the many historians who
have seen the virtues of hypertext markup language (HTML, the
basis of all web pages) as the key to integrating large amounts of
data, text, and images. 9 Perhaps, however, one can better explain
the paradox by noting the web's peculiar relationship to
nationalism. The nation-state seems a limited idea when
measured against the world wide web. Exactly how, for example,
will one nation's politicians regulate the web? Can the Chinese
7Michael O'Brien, "On Observing the Quicksand," American Historical
Review, I 04, 4 (1999): 1202-7. The waning of Southern nationalism is, of
course, a contentious topic. See Drew Gilpin Faust, The creation of
Confederate nationalism: ideology and identity in the Civil War South (Baton
Rouge, 1988); Pr.ul D. Escott, After secession: Jefferson Davis and the failure
of Confederate nationalism (Baton Rouge, 1992). O'Brien's point with regard
to the language of regional study, however, still holds.
8 David Ransel, "The Present and Future of Historical Journals,"
Perspectives (Oct. 1995): 5-6.
9 See, for example, Roy Rosenzweig and Steve Brier, "Historians and
Hypertext: Is It More than Hype?," Perspectives (March I 994): 3-6.
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keep international ideas out? Can nations tax e-commerce?
Further, in the new world order of super-national entities like the
European Union, national identity and national history appears as
just one of many choices, not the prime choice, possible to
explain the past.
In the post-1989 world of the break-up of the U.S.S.R., the
Eastern bloc, and Yugoslavia, one might argue that nationalism
is, once again, the driving force of the modern world. But is
nationalism the most refined tool for understanding the Kosovo
Albanians or Bosnian Serbs? Recent articles have suggested that
the_Bosnian wa~ teache_sthat future conflicts will be shaped by
regional not national history and identities. 1° Furthermore, is
nationalism really progressive? Mike Zwerin's A case for the
Balkanization of practically everyone (London, 1976) rather
naively viewed "Balkanization" positively. Although, today,
such a process looks much more like a return to barbarism, one
could agree that Balkanization is a trend, rather than a manifesto,
in cu?'ent h_istory. Two years ago, Britain allowed English
counties agam to refer to their pre-1974 names (for example, the
1974 creation "Hereford and Worcester" county allowed
Hereford to reclaim its archive as the Herefordshire Record
Office). And, recently, a political storm erupted in France when
President Jacques Chirac looked all set lo sign the European
Charter for Regional and Minority Languages, which would have
granted ~ultural legitimacy to Bretons, Alsatian, Basque, and
other regional languages. Several French politicians saw national
unity threatened and noted that the Charter contradicted the 1992
constit_ut~onof France, which states that "the language of the
republic 1s French." France's senior judicial body, the Conseil
d'Etat, ruled that the French constitution was incompatible with
the C~art~r.
1999, Presi~ent Chira~ refused to the change the
Constitution.
France, evidently, still takes the mentalites of
local_ide~tity (localites) seriously enough to fear it, even though
Corsica 1s the only area with an armed and active separatist

~?

10
See, for example, John Newhouse, "Europe's Rising Regionalism "
Foreign Affairs 76 (1997): 68.
'

11

Counci! of Europe, European Treaties, Ets No. 148, "European Charter
for
Regional
or
Minority
Languages,
1992,"
hllp://www.coe.fr/eng/legaltxt/148c.htm; Celtic League, "Ruling blow to Breton
Language-22-02-97," http://www.manxman.eo.im/clcaguc/chirac.html.
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movement. We embrace the history of localites and of regions,
counties, and villages (localities) because they effect history as
a whole.

The accompanying articles explain how historians of Europe
and the Americas have used and are using local history. Terry
Barnhart thoroughly overviews local history in the United States.
He suggests that local history bridges between the professional
historian and the public's understanding of history. Nora Pat
Small's study illustrates what local history can reveal. Her study
of the Industrial Revolution in Sutton analyzes, among other
things, the historical evidence that remains rooted in the
locality-the material culture and architecture. Her example of
what nineteenth-century Massachusetts inhabitants thought about
their past also reveals something about localites (although,
admittedly, she does not use the term). Debra Ann Reid reveals
what the material culture of one region tells us about racial,
gender, and even political history in the area. Community studies
such as her examination of black community canning centers
takes us to the level of the individuals that comprise the smallest
level of local history. But the findings are no less significant.
"All politics is local," as that famed social historian Speaker
Tip O'Neill said. And a crucial component of local history is
politics. Daniel McMillan discusses the importance of local
politics in the formation of Modem Germany. Of course, nationstates, like Germany, were built in part on the suppression of
previous local identities: Wiirtemberg, Saxony, etc. Did
McMillan's gymnastic clubs ever refer to regional identity
outside the Fatherland (which, of course, was incipient at best in
the mid-nineteenth century)? The politics of national and
regional identity is the subject of Ben Fallaw's analysis of the
history of Yucatan and other regions in Mexico. There are good
methodological and hermeneutic reasons for studying voluntary,
small groups or regions, as McMillan and Fallaw, respectively,
demonstrate. But there is also a political reason. These local
identities often resisted and shaped national development and,
therefore, need to be recovered in order to do justice to the
history of the whole. "Localites and early modem Britain"
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focuses mainly on English local identities, primarily allegiance
to the county community. One might ask whether Welsh,
Scottish, English, and Irish identities are not localites so much as
nationalities. But, as one book title asked, When Was Wales? Do
localites and nationalism intersect at some point on a spectrum?
Christopher Waldrep' s analysis shows how the criminal law was
used to very different purposes in three different communities in
the nineteenth-century United States.
Local input into
supposedly national processes was considerable. His conclusion,
that "neighborhoods and villages decide when the state should
intervene," should resonate with historians outside legal history
and the United States.
The last set of articles begins the history of our own locality,
Coles County, Illinois, in earnest. We hope this chronicle and
narrative will be useful to students of history from fourth grade
to post-graduate studies. While Bamhart's critical review on
local history and the American experience rightly points to the
hagiographic chronicles of town, county, or state "firsts" that
some local historians have fostered, a timeline of known details
is useful if only to point to the established sources which have
provided those details. Mark Voss-Hubbard and I offer a
chronicle of Coles County history in that spirit. Terry Barnhart
wrote a brief narrative of Copperheads in Illinois during the Ci vii
War for the Illinois History Teacher, and we are grateful to the
Illinois Historic Preservation Agency to reprint that along with a
guide to further reading. Finally, as we go to press, we have put
the initial legal ~as~s dra"'.',nfrom the records of Coles County
housed ~t the Illmo1s Reg10nal Archives Depository (IRAD) in
Booth Library at Eastern Illinois, into a database online. We are
grateful to Bob Hillman of Booth Library and Karl Moore of
IRAD for enabling this project to continue. We are quite excited
about the potential of this database and seek to make it useful for
high school and college students as well as genealogists and
researchers around the world.

Of Wholes and Parts: Local History and the
American Experience
Terry A. Barnhart
The relationships between the wholes and parts of American
history are vital to our understanding of ourselves as a nation and
a people. Many of the central paradoxes and ambiguities of our
national existence cannot be adequately understood without
exploring the interplay between localism and nationalism that
runs like a lietmotiv throughout American history. The influence
of the westward movement in ournation's past, the give and take
of federal-state relations, the internecine sectionalism of the
nineteenth century, and the more benign regionalism of the
twentieth century raise important questions about the relationship
between local history and national heritage, and why they
sometimes seem antithetical. As one historian has ably put it,
Essentially American history is the account of local
communities strung together to form a composite
nation.... The course of history, local or national, has
never advanced within a vacuum or without the adhesive
element of continuity. So many times past decisions,
national and international, resulted from grass roots
pressures and demands. In fact the broad spectrum of
sectionalism in national history has ever reflected this
cause and effect. So many times local historians' books
deal with microcosms which are but parts of the broader
national scene. 1
It has even been asserted that pivotal events in American history
are best understood when studied as a series of local responses to
issues and problems that cut across state boundaries, yet were
significantly influenced by local conditions.2
1Thomas D. Clark, "Local History: A Mainspring for National History," in
Local History Today, ed. Richard Jensen and others (Indianapolis: Indiana
Historical Society, 1979), 47.
2 A good example of the micro approach to the national past is The States
and the Nation series, administered by the American Association for State and
Local History under the general editorship of James Morton Smith. These state
histories were among the more useful productions of the American bicentennial
in 1976-an incredible boon to the writing of American local history. On the
impact of the bicentennial and the rebirth of American local history see Michael
Kammen, 'The American Revolution Bicentennial and the Writing of Local
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In~eed, t~e nature of t~e American experience (if one may
speak in the singular) cautions against the artificial segregation
of ~~cal a?d national issues. As a student of Illinois' early
pohttcal history once observed, "[t]he character of the Federal
Cons_titution,and the large place occupied by national policies in
the hves of people, make it impossible to divorce local and
national issues." 3 What is true of the national experience
politically is also true socially and culturally. The market
re~ol~tion occasioned by canals and railroads in the early and
m1d-mneteenth century, the advent of industrial capitalism and its
econo_miesof scale and national patterns of consumption in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and the rise of a
truly n~tional culture via the communication and transportation
~evolutions of the last half century have had a homogenizing
influence on the patterns of our lives. Yet local historians should
avoid assumptions ofnational homogeneity as diligently as those
of local exceptionalism, for one may find concurrent examples of
?oth. Local, regional, inter-regional, national, and global
influences connect the parts to the whole in individual lives and
their local communities. It is the job of the local historian to
reconstruct the symbiotic relationship between the national and
local settings of our social and cultural selves. 4
There are many reciprocal relationships between local and
national history, yet recognition of this fact should not obscure
the very real differences and intellectual distance that often
separate those who identify themselves as "local" and
"professional" historians. The rift has a history behind it. It
stems fro~ differences in the training, interests, and approaches
of professional and amateur historians, to say nothing of the
underlying assumptions which motivates them to investigate the
!~cal _Past in the first instance. Amateur and professional
h1stonans departed at wide angles when the historical profession
~merged as a self-conscious and credentialed academic discipline
m the 1880s. Gone was the great commons of history, where
History," Histo,y News 30 (Aug. 1975): 179-90.
3
. C~arles Manfred Thompson, The Illinois Whigs Before /846 (Urbana:
University of Illinois, 1915), 113.
4
. See David Kyvig and Myron A. Marty, "Nearby History: Connecting
Particulars and Universals," Teaching History: A Joumal of Methods 8 (Spring
1983): 3-10.

Terry A. Barnhart
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avocational historians of various backgrounds and attainments
wrote local and national histories for a general readership. The
concerns of academically trained historians centered around the
history of national political issues, parties, and presidential
administrations, while local history remained a stepchild to the
profession-a pursuit open to amateurs but largely anathema to
the history professional at large. There have been many efforts
to mitigate that estrangement, but the burden of the past
continues to loom large.
One may be appreciative of local history without being
uncritical, for there are many problems associated with its
practice. It is undeniably true that the province of local history
is too often reduced to an enumeration of "firsts," anniversary
celebrations, pageants, and re-creations that rarely rise above the
level of chamber-of-commerce-boosterism and expressions of
local pride. There has been an inordinate preoccupation with
pioneers and first families-what might best be described as the
"what-the-pioneers-hath-wrought"
school of historiography,
where the community-building enterprises of the first EuroAmerican settlers in a locality are described in Promethean terms,
and further embellished with filiopiety. To recognize the
problems inherent in this genre of historical writing should not,
however, minimize the contributions of the more diligent and
talented among the early chroniclers of the local past. Indeed,
notwithstanding the great historiographical and culture distance
that separates the historical profession from its antiquarian
origins, our intellectual debt to the amateur historians of the
nineteenth century is large. There is much of value in their
original contributions to historical documentation, which
continue to be information sources for analytical scholars who
revisit the copious materials they compiled. The literary efforts
of the antiquarians and the historical societies they helped
established is a legacy upon which professionally trained
historians have often built. All those who labor in the vineyard
of local history remain conspicuously in their debt. 5
David J. Russo, Keepers of Our Past: Local Historical Writing in the
United States, 1820s-1930s (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1988); and
David D. Yan Tassel, Recording America's Past: An Interpretation of the
Development of Historical Studies in American, 1607-1884 (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1960).
5 See
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It has been argued, in fact, that professional historians in the
Un!ted ~tates for too long left the writing of local history to
antl~uanans and ~mateurs,6 criticizing or rejecting their work but
makmg no offerings to the field of their own. It was left to
scholars in Europe and to American social scientists to redirect
th~ at~ent~onof American historians to the local past. Social
sc1ent1stsm _Franceand_England began applying anthropological
concepts of structurahsm and the quantitative techniques of
demography to the study of pre-industrial communities. The
Annale~group in Fr~nce, the Cambridge Group for the History of
Populat10n and Social Structure," and the "Leicester School" of
English local history were exploring the deep structures of local
societies. 7 European ideas and techniques for exploring the local
~ast were i~corporated into the new social history that emerged
m the United States from the various social and political
movements of the Ia_te1~60s and '70s. A new populist history
emerged from that h1stonographical revolution, which included
a renewed interest in local history. American scholars utilized
"the ~~chniques of_'pl~ce-~riented' research," or "community
study as some social h1stonans preferred to call it to raise new
questions and test familiar generalizations about' the national
experien~e thro~gh a series of truly groundbreaking studies.
Community studies as a subfield of historical inquiry had truly

6
F~ank Freidel, ed., Harvard Guide to American Hist01y, rev. ed.
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1974), I: 291.

7
~-G. Hoskins, Loc_alHist01y ht England, 2"d ed. (London: Longman,
1972), ui~m, Fieldwork 111 Local Hts101}'(London: Faber and Faber, 1967)·
H.P.R. F111berg and Y.H.T. Skipp, Local History: Objective and Pursui;
(Newton Abbot: David & Charles, 1967); and Robert Douch, Local History and
the Teacher (London: Routledge & K. Paul, 1967).

Terry A. Barnhart
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arrived, although certain definitional and analytical problems
persist.
Not the least of the problems associated with local history
has been to adequately define its nature, scope, and purpose.
Much of this discussion has centered on the need for integrating
state and local history into larger frames of meaning, as an
antidote to the provincialism that has been endemic to the field.
Historians have long valued the study of localities as a means of
testing the validity of more general and theoretical studies of
regions or the nation at large. Such case studies attempt to
determine the extent to which a community is representative of
others in its region and to what degree local experiences have
paralleled national trends. Thus one of the many benefits of
regional and local history is the capacity for validating,
modifying, or refuting many of the grand themes of our national
history. Local historians, Clifford L. Lord once respectfully
observed, possess an ingrained suspicion or "healthy skepticism
about the glib generalization" and an abiding appreciation for the
diversity of the American scene. 9 That localized view of the
American experience does not preclude synthesis and
generalization, it only circumscribes it within proper boundaries.
"Although the diversity of American life in its many separate
communities may preclude generalization about social
organization throughout America, the historical development of
any single community bears a coherence that readily lends itself
to a holistic interpretation." 10 Localized history is an invaluable
means of interpreting the complex inner workings of the national

13

8

8 Darrett 8. Rutman and Anita H. Rutman, Small Worlds, Large Questions:
Explorations in Early American Social History, 1600-1850 (Charlottesville:
University Press of Virginia, 1994), 16-54 & 287-304; Cary Carson, "Front and
Center: Local History Comes of Age," in Local History, National Heritage:
Reflections on the History of AASlH, ed. Frederick L. Rath and others
(Nashville: American Association for State and Local History, 1991), 85; and
James 8. Gardner and George Rollie Adams, eds., Ordina,y People and
Eve,yday life: Perspective on the New Social History (Nashville: The American
Association for State and Local History, 1983). See also David A. Gerber,
"Local and Community History: Some Cautionary Remarks on An Idea Whose
Time Has Returned," The Histo1y Teacher 13 (Nov. 1979): 124.
9 Clifford L. Lord, Teaching Histo,y with Community Resources: Localized
Histo,y Series (New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1964), 11.
10Warren R. Hofstra, "Community
Studies: A Real World and the
Academic Historian," Historv News 47 (Nov.-Dec. 1992): 21.

experience, for many of the continuities, countervailing trends,
and crosscurrents of that past stand in bold relief when examined
in a local context. 11
The case-study model of local history is not, however,
without its critics. As historians use local history to test
hypotheses about the American experience at large something
important and distinctive about state and local history is lost
along the way. Localism and regionalism under this paradigm is
neither presented in the round nor on its own terms, but is made
to serve other purposes. As John Alexander Williams has noted
the academic or case-study model of local history is incomplet~
because it makes the local past serve national history as defined
b~ the academy. This has created a "partial" or a "fragmentary"
view of the local past that is inadequate for those use seek a
broadly-based cultural history. 12 A distinguishing feature of this
history is that it also includes the physical dimensions of the local
11Advocates of the value of local history have articulated numerous
strategies for researching and interpreting the local past . See Carol Kammen,
ed., The Pursuit of Local History: Reading on Theory and Practice (Walnut
Creek, Calif.: AltaMira Press, 1996); idem, 011Doi11gLocal History: Reflections
on What Local Historians Do, Why, and What It Means (Nashville: American
Association for State and Local History, 1986); David J. Russo, Clio Confused:
Troubling Aspects of Historical Study from the Perspective of U.S. History
(Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1995); idem, Families and Communities:
A New View of American Histo,y (Nashville: American Association for State
and Local History, 1974); James H. Conrad, Developing Local History
Programs i11Community libraries (Chicago: American Library Association,
1989); Raymond Starr, ''The Role of Local History in a Public History
Curriculum," The Public Historian 9 (Summer 1987): 80-95; David Kyvig and
Myron A. Marty, Nearby History: Exploring the Past Around You (Nashville:
American Association for State and Local History, 1982) and the subsequent
volumes of the Nearby History series; Edward K. Eckert, "Local History:
Everyone's Hidden Treasure," The Histo1y Teacher 13 (Nov. 1979): 31-55;
Samuel P. Hayes, "History and the Changing University Curriculum," idem 8
(~ov. _1974); Thomas H. Smith, "The Renascence of Local History," The
H1stonan 35 (Nov. 1972): 1-17; George Rollie Adams, "Planning for the
Future, AASLH Takes a Look at its Pa~t," Hist01y News 37 (Sept. 1982): 12-8;
Larry E. Tise, "State and Local History: A Future from the Past," The Public
Historian I (Summer 1979), 14-22; the special issue of that journal devoted to
local history, idem, 5 (Fall 1983): 7-96; and Constance McLaughlin Greene,
"The _Value of Local History," in The Cultural Approach to Histol)', ed.
Caroline Ware (New York: Columbia University Press, 1940), 275-86.
12
John Alexander Williams, "Public History and Local History: An
Introduction," The Public Historian 5 (Fall 1983): 8-16.
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past-the things of history. 13 It is hard to imagine, in fact, how
state and local history could retain its sense of immediacy and
intrinsic appeal with the material past left out. Public audiences
in particular often prefer the particular, the personal, and the re~l
over the theoretical paradigms of the scholar, and have their
interests most fully engaged by the physical realities of local
history. Their attention more readily turns to the commercial,
high-style, and vernacular architecture found in American towns
and cities. They delight in traveling along the historic and scenic
routes that radiate off our interstate highways, where they seek
out the last vestiges of prehistoric Indian mounds, roadside gas
stations and groceries, and the town squares, courthouses, and
places of worship that have mercifully escaped the leveling hand
of "improvement." These are the physical realities of the local
past that define a sense of place wherever people have ?ather~d
themselves into community. These are the vistas of history m
situ-the social and material environments that rivet our attention
as local historians.
Yet broader vistas are also required of local historians. The
comparative study of states and regions offer them yet another
angle from which to view the interplay between national and
subnational events, trends, and long-term processes. As James H.
Madison observes in Heartland: Comparative Histories of
Midwestern States (1988), the comparative approach to state
history "with its nested, three-layered approach of state, region,
and nation, mitigates the provincialism of much state history."
It further allows us to recognize, he argues, the importance of
understanding the local and regional diversity that still exists
within the United States.
Assumptions of homogeneity are omnipresent in
twentieth-century America, particularly in the popular
culture of music, dress, and food and in the national
sweep of television news and entertainment.
The
common assumption of foreigners that Americans are all
13The literature on material culture studies and its relationship to local
history is too extensive to cite here. A good place to start is Thomas J.
Schlereth, Cultural Histo,y and Material Culture: Eve1yday L/fe, Landscapes,
/and/ Museums (Ann Arbor, Michigan: U.M.l.. Research Press, 1990); and
idem, "Above Ground Archaeology: Discovering a Community's History
Through Local Artifacts," in Local Historv Today, ed. Richard Jensen and
others (Indianapolis: The Indiana Historical Society, 1979).
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alike is not surprising. Many Americans themselves only
think in national and international contexts and to avoid
strong attachments to place as they strive for career and
geographical mobility. 14
Local historians, therefore, should neither seek distinctiveness
nor sameness as ends unto themselves, but inquire into the
presence of both. Yet unquestionably they manifest a preference
for the particular to the general, and seek to know the nuances of
localities and the shared sense of community.
A further antidote to provincialism in local history is the
concept of regionalism. In fact, much of what is generally called
state and local history is actually regional and even inter-regional
• •
15
m Its scope and content. When historians speak of regionalism,
they usually mean something more than the common political
origins of contiguous states, and something less than absolute
uniformity in characteristics. A region need not be unique in all
its characteristics, say in its demographic profile, in order to have
an historically and culturally defined character and shared
identity. Differences within a region and similarities between
regions of the United States are often the rule and not the
exception. But rather regionalism makes the people, institutions,
politics, literature, and culture of an historically defined region
the categories of historical analysis. New England, the South, the
Midwest, the Great Plains and Rocky Mountains, the Southwest,
California and the Northwest Coast are relatively homogeneous.
They do have distinct historical patterns of development and
distinguishing characteristics, including distinct regional
identities. As Louis Worth has noted, regionalism also embraces
the province of perceptual geography-place as a "state of mind"

14
James Madison, Heartland: Comparative Histories of Midwestern States
(Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1988).
1
~Philip 0. Jordon, The Nature and Practice of State and Local Historv
(Washington, D.C.: American Historical Association, Service Center f~r
Teacher of History, 1958), 12-3. Jordon well stated the interrelationships
between the wholes and parts of American history. As the nation integrated
1tselfpolitically. economically, and culturally the parts fit more securely into the
whole, but the parts still remained as distinct and self-conscious entities.
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and "a sense of common belonging." 16 Research in this field is
well advanced. 17
State historical societies have long valued the kind of broadbased cultural history that is customarily known as regionalism,
although it is usually pursued under the familiar label of state and
local history. Regional themes are implicit in their founding
missions, institutional histories, and specialized collections.
Historical societies keep faith with founding missions and
established practices dating back to the local history movement
of the nineteenth century. It was then that local history in the
United States emerged as a distinct intellectual tradition and
genre of historical writing, and that historical societies became
the first purveyors of public history. Through the maintenance
of archives, libraries, museums, and historic sites, state historical
societies (and several urban ones too) have gathered systematic
collections of manuscripts, documents, rare books, and artifacts
that have greatly enriched our understanding of the American
past.
Preservation activities at these agencies save
16Louis Wirth, "The Limitations
of Regionalism" in Regionalism in
America, ed. Merrill Jensen (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1951),
381-93, esp. 392, where Wirth has appropriately cautioned that ''The
regionalism as a dogma can easily degenerate into a cult." On the concept of
perceptual geography and "perception studies," see Michael Steiner and
Clarence Mondale, Region and Regionalism in the United States: A Sourcebook
for the Humanities and Social Sciences (New York: Garland Publishers, 1988),
256-64.
17A considerable part of American history focuses upon specific regions
and regional themes, and the nature of regionalism has been a topic of special
interest and sustained debate among historians, geographers, political scientists,
and students of American literature. See Edward L. Ayers and others, All Over
the Map: Rethinking American Regions (Baltimore: John Hopkins University
Press, 1996); Robert L. Dorman, Revolt of the Provinces: The Regionalist
Movement in American, /920-/945 (Chapel Hill: North Carolina Press, 1992);
Barbara Allen and Thomas J. Schlereth, eds., Sense of Place: American
Regional Cultures (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1990); Michael
Steiner and Clarence Mondale, Region and Regionalism in the United States:
A Sourcebook for the Humanities and Soe1d Sciences (New York: Garland
Publishers, 1988); Ira Sharkansky, Regionalism in American Politics
(Indianapolis and New York: Bobbs-Merrill Co., Inc,, 1970); Richard E. Engler,
Jr., The Challenge of Diversity (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1964 );
Merrill Jensen, Regionalism in America (Madison: University of Wisconsin
Press, 195 I); and Howard W. Odum and Harry Estill Moore, American
Regionalism: A Cultural-Historical Approach to National Integration (New
York: Henry Holt and Co., 1938).
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architecturally and historically significant buildings and entire
neighborhoods, while their scholarly journals and popular
magazines serve historians and public audiences alike. Historical
societies may take pardonable pride in their long tradition of
public service, scholarship, and profound sense of purpose. 18
While local history has long been the meat and drink of
historical societies, the view from the academy has been
somewhat more ambivalent. Academic historians who research
and write local history sometimes seem defensive about its
purposes and claims to attention. In some instances, they even
abandoned the conventional state and local history labels in
preference for the presumably more comprehensive and useful
shib?oleth~ of regional studies, community studies, urban history,
ethnic studies, case-studies of national history, "nearby" history,
or even the all encompassing "public history." But it may be said
that state and local history needs no repackaging, embellishment,
or apologies. The themes, topics, concepts, methods, and sources
of state and local history are broad enough to include all
catchwords and angles of vision, as is manifestly apparent from
the richness of the existing literature. As Myron Marty has
observed, "local history done under other rubrics ...is still local
history." 19 Nonetheless, the "community study" model has

18
See, for instance, the manifesto of Edward P. Alexander, James C. Olson,
and Frederick L. Rath, Jr., "State Historical Societies: A Different View," OAH
Newsletter (Nov. 1990): 16. On the research interests and programs of historical
societies and museums, see Gary 8. Nash, "Behind the Velvet Curtain:
Academic History, Historical Societies, and the Presentation of the Past," The
Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography CXIV (Jan. 1990): 3-35;
Warren Leon and Roy Rosenzweig, eds., Hist01y Museums in the United States:
A Critical Assessment (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1989); Jo Blatti,
Past Meets Present: Euays About Historic Inte171retationand Public Audiences
~Washi_ngton, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1987); Gerald George,
Learning from Lester: Some Reflections on Historical Societies," The Public
Historian 7 (Fall 1985): 65- 70; Harvey Green, "The Role of Research in Public
Historical Agencies," The Public Historian 5 (Fall 1983): 71-6; Walter Muir
Whitehill, Independent rlistorical Societies: An Inqui1y Into Their Research and
Publication Functions and Their Financial Future (Boston: The Boston
Athenaeum, Distributed by Harvard University Press, 1962); Julian P. Boyd,
"State and Local Historical Societies in the United States," The American
Historical Review XL (Oct. 1934--July 1935): I 0-37.

19
Myron A. Marty, 'The Place of Local History in the Training of Public
Historians," The Public Historian 5 (Fall 1983): 77-8.
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produced the most detailed and deeply textured accounts of
American localities. It claims to attention are considerable.
Community studies as a type of local history has been a
particularly fruitful ground. Historical studies of this mold have
great affinity with the kind of "thick description" of local life and
attention to detail that was a hallmark of the cultural history
written by Clifford Geertz. 20 This broad-based cultural history is
sometimes referred to as the "community-social interaction
model." This model falls well outside the familiar narrative
mode of history. It is less concerned with tracing the local course
of national events and more with getting at the kinds of formal
and informal networks that define individuals, groups, and entire
communities on their own terms. It examines the processes of
community building that have historically defined a given
locality, such as social mobility, immigration, urbanization,
industrialization, and interactions between these various longterm processes. History as process gives context to the daily
rhythms of work, leisure, and family that punctuate individual
lives. Events, both local and distant, impact individual lives too,
but social and cultural historians look primarily at the deep
structure of communities. They seek to identify hierarchical
relationships within a community, as manifested in the
distribution of power and goods and in the educational, religious,
ethnic, demographic, and political identification of its residents.
Within this conception of locality, research can still examine the
unique or not so unique ways that specific communities have
responded to outside forces at work in American society at
large. 21
These, then, are some of the key ideas, fundamental themes,
and interdisciplinary approaches involved in the study of
localities. Localized historical studies are informed by the tools
and concepts of historians, historical geographers, and
anthropologists, and embrace not only documentary evidence but
also the material past. Whether one conceives local history as
20 See Clifford Gecrtz, The lntetpretation of Cultures: Selected Essays (New
York: Basic Books, 1973).
21 Mark Friedbcrger and Janice H. Webster, "Social Structure and State and
Local History," Westem Historical Quarterly 9 (July 1978): 297-8. The authors
argue that the "social structure" model should form the basis of studying state
and local history.
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localized case studies of national history, regional studies, or
community studies, it is a broad and rich field of historical
inquiry with many practitioners inside and outside the academy.
These developments might lead to what Kathleen Neils Conzen
has called "the basis for a true local history of the United
States-a local history resting on coherent interpretation of the
changing nature of life at the local level and the changing role of
the local community in American development." 22 Such remains
a desideratum, but the concepts, methods, and materials for such
histories are clearly at hand. It is hoped that this discussion has
brought the field of local history into clear view, along with it
needs and opportunities.

22Kathleen

Neils Conzen, "Community Studies, Urbm1 History, and
American Local History" in The Past Before Us: Contempora,y Historical
Writing in the United States, ed. Michael Kammen (Ithaca: Cornell University
Press, 1980), 270.

National History in the Local Landscape:
Industrial Revolution in Sutton,
Massachusetts
Nora Pat Small
Sutton Massachusetts, in the Blackstone River Valley of
southeaste:-0 Massachusetts, celebrated the nation's centennial
with the publication of one of the best local histories of the
period. When the Reverends Mr. Bene_dictand M~. Tracy looked
back over the 172 year history of theu community, they found
much to celebrate, but also more than a little to bemoan.
The trade in th[e] old store was very different from the
trade of the present time, and the traders there all became
rich. They took in farmers' produce, and sent a team to
Boston every week.... They bought beef, pork, butt~r,
cheese, grain, poultry, eggs, wool, fe_athers, fla~ and m
fine any thing that the farmers then raised. Farmmg ~as
a business. The farmers of New England then supphed
the Boston market, and Sutton did her part. The
railroads had not then injured farming interests in the
eastern states.... The old church stood nearly opposite
this store. It had no fireplace-it was before the day of
stoves-yet the people attended church more then than
now. The women used to carry foot-stoves, filled with
coals in the forenoon from their own fire-places; then at
noon-time they would replenish them from the friendly
hearths around the church, and no one suffered from
cold. 1
The world that Benedict and Tracy looked back on so
nostalgically had taken shape in their grandparents' generation,
but by 1876 the years of the early republic had come t~ stand for
venerable, hitherto immutable, tradition. Before the railroads all
the farmers and merchants had been rich; before the stove, all the
people had been happy and God-fear_ing,o_rat l~ast reverent. ~ut
if wr look back before tne railroad s arrival m 1847 to a time
when the stove had only just begun to intrude upon the hearth, we
find that in spite of the lack of the most obvious icons of the
1William Benedict and Hiram Tracy, History of the Town of Sutton
(Worcester: Sanford and Co, I 878; rep. 1970), 283.
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industrial age, every aspect of Sutton life was being transformed
by industrialization. Furthermore, the farm life of yore evoked
by the good ministers was a condition of that industrializing
economy, not an exception to it. In embracing and promoting
industry in the early nineteenth century, Sutton farmers,
merchants, and artisans redefined their community physically and
economically.
-The FarmscapeIn 1790 Sutton had been settled for seventy-four years.
Families who had arrived in the first fifteen years of its white
habitation, and still remained, were raising their third generation.
The town had assumed a mixed manufacturing and agricultural
character prior to the Revolution, and the war and events that
followed served to intensify both pursuits. In the first years of
the Republic farms and farming dominated the landscape and the
economy. By the time this post-Revolutionary generation had
grown to maturity, however, manufacturing shared the economic
arena with agriculture, and had assumed a far greater presence on
the land. In the midst of this industrialization, Sutton farmers
quite literally held their ground.
In 1800 forty-one percent of Sutton's total land area was
devoted to farmland-tillage, English or upland hay, fresh
meadow hay, and pasturage. By 1841 that percentage had
increased to nearly half ( 49.8% ). In the intervening years total
acreage in agricultural lands fluctuated, with the net result that
Sutton gained less than ten percent more farmland between 1800
and 1841. Sutton, one of the longest settled towns in Worcester
county, gained relatively little in farmland compared to the rest
of the county where improved lands rose by twenty-three percent
overall.2 It appears that by 1800 Sutton's farmers had already
improved most of the potential farmland in town. Although the
2
Wo.cester county figures are from Jack Larkin's computer an.ilysis of
county-wide figures from the Worcester County Decennial Valuation Book,
1801-184 I. Computer analysis available at Old Sturbridge Village Research
Department, Sturbridge, MA.
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amount of land in agricultural production rose only slightly,
Sutton farming did not stagnate. Evidence suggests that local
farmers overcame the physical limits of the land by altering
farming strategies.
The farmers changed not only what they grew, but how they
grew, stored and processed their produce. Of all the improved
land in town, tillage accounted for the least number of acres, hay
for about one-third of all improved acreage, and pasturage for
fully half of those acres in the first four decades of the nineteenth
century. While the total number of acres devoted to each
category of improved land changed little, the actual use of the
land changed markedly. The list of grains and legumes grown by
Sutton farmers in 1801 reflects the diversified nature of farming
inherited from their forefathers. The produce of the town's
tillage lands included wheat, rye, oats, corn, barley, hops, peas
and beans. The twelve cider mills operating in Sutton in 1830
attest to the importance of orchards as well. 3 By 1841, the profile
of Sutton's produce from tilled land changed as farmers dropped
marginal crops from production and devoted most land to com,
oats and barley. Anecdotal and circumstantial evidence suggests
that apple orchards remained common, but local cider production
ceased or fell off sharply by 1840. Sutton farmers devoted much
of their improved land to hay. With most of the farmable land
already utilized an increase in more valuable English hay relied
primarily on a reduction of acres devoted to fresh meadow hay.
By 1841 total hay field acreage had increased by only two
percent, but the amount of improved land devoted to English hay
increased by twelve percent.
Pasturage accounted for approximately half of all improved
lands between 1801 and 1841. At the beginning of the century,
the town's farmers kept horses, oxen, steers, and heifers on their
pasture lands. The rise of dairying as a commercial enterprise is
implied in the 1831 tax valuation when cows (mature milk-

produc_in~females) were counted separately from heifers (young,
non-mlikmg females). By 1840, Sutton farmers claimed to be
producing over $10,000 worth of dairy products. 4 In addition to
the more accurate counting of cattle in 1831, the tax assessor also
counted sheep for the first time. Again, over the course of the
previous decade, sheep had become a valuable commercial
commodity as farmers found a ready market for their wool in the
new local textile mills.
In all of these years, Sutton farmers managed only marginal
increases in bushels of grain or tons of hay per acre. Agricultural
production clearly had not been "improved" in the sense of
increased yields on the same amount of land, but farming
changed substantially.
Not only did farmers adjust their
pr~duction of venerable staple crops, they added new products
(milk, cheese, butter, wool) in direct response to the rise of
manufactures in their town and throughout the Blackstone River
Valley.
Over the course of the first four decades of the nineteenth
century, farming became increasingly specialized not only in the
items produced, but in the population producing them. In other
words, a higher percentage of the population became divorced
from farm pursuits, meaning that in Sutton, fewer farmers
provided slightly more produce on slightly more land. As more
people found themselves removed from farming, both raw and
finished agricultural products became more marketable. The
trend can be seen in Sutton where in 1820 sixteen percent of the
total population was involved in farming, while only a quarter of
that amount, 4.5%, was involved in manufacturing. Ten years
later the numbers had changed dramatically.
Of the total
population in Sutton, only ten percent was counted as farmers
while eleven percent was employed in factory production. 5
'
4

Federal Census of Mines, Agriculture, 1840, schedule for Sutton, MA.
Figures for 1820 are from the 1820 Federal Decennial Census, which
counled persons engaged in various pursuits such as agriculture and
manufacturing. Figures for 1830 arc de:ivcd from the town tax valuations. for
the numbers of farmers, and from the Secretary of the Treasury's [Louis
McLane] Oocuments Relative to the Manufactures in the United States
(Washington, D.C.: Duff and Green, 1833), vol. I, doc. no. 308, for numbers
1

3Decennial Valuation RecorJ Book for all Towns in Worcester County,
/ 80/-1831, Worcester County Papers, oversize volume 2, American Antiquarian
Society, Worcester, MA. Cider mills counted in Sutton Valuation and Tax lists
for 1830.
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-The Manufacturing LandscapeWhile the scale of Sutton's agricultural landscape did not
change in the first forty years of the nineteenth century, it joined
with much of the rest of the Blackstone River Valley in those
years in changing the scale and scope of its manufacturing, in
creating what has since been labeled the industrial revolution.
With only half of its total acreage devoted to agriculture in the
early national period, Sutton had plenty of room to accommodate
larger mills and manufacturing complexes. In the 18 lOs and
1820s investors developed new water privileges and enlarged
several sites already occupied by various types of mills. The
largest manufacturing interests developed in the northeast comer
of Sutton, along the Blackstone River (supplemented by the
Blackstone Canal in 1828) and Cold Spring Brook, and in the
southwest along the Mumford River and around Manchaug Pond,
while smaller operations continued to operate on all water
privileges. By 1830 Sutton's manufacturing enterprises ranged
from company-owned villages to small manufacturing enclaves
to dozens of small shops scattered throughout town. Prior to
1840, a distinct industrial landscape emerged only around the
largest manufacturing establishments-those in Wilkinsonville
along the Blackstone River, and in Manchaug along the Mumford
River. But manufacturing extended well beyond those sites.
Scores of smaller shops emerged, run by local farmers, artisans,
and mechanics.
Already renowned at the end of the eighteenth century for its
"manufactures, its mills, and water works," in the next four
decades Sutton further exploited its water ways, and its natural
and human resources, to increase production of goods for sale. 6
The expansion of the manufacturing landscape had little impact
on farmlands, but significantly altered the town's wetlands. With
three large ponds, the Blackstone River, and numerous smaller
streams and wetlands, Sutton never suffered from a shortage of

water. Its streams provided several excellent natural mill sites.
In the early decades of the nineteenth century Sutton residents
increa~ed the produ~tivi~y of their ground water by redirecting,
damming, and ponding 1t. In the final calculation, the town's
total acreage under water increased from one percent to just over
four percent. While agricultural lands held steady, or gained
slightly in the early nineteenth century, lands classified as
unimproved or unimprovable, often marsh or swamp areas, fell
off markedly between 18I 1 and I 84 I. In 18I I, the first year with
data th~t can be considered reliable for wastelands, unimproved
and ummprovable acres occupied forty-four percent of Sutton's
lands. Thirty years later, less than twenty percent of Sutton was
classified as wasteland. While some of that can be attributed to
farmers' reclamation of "waste," increased amounts of land
devoted to manufacturing accounts for most of the drop in
unimproved acreage.
Many of the improvements to water privileges in this postRevo!utionary era required no sharp departure from long-standing
practices, only a change in scale. Scythe production offers one
example of the continuities between an economy and landscape
dominated by agriculture, and an economy and landscape shared
by manufacturing and farming interests. Blacksmiths probably
produced scythes in the vicinity of West Sutton, along the
Mumford River as it entered and left Manchaug pond, and on the
water privileges to the north of Singletary Pond, for most of the
eighteenth century, but the early history of these shops is still
vague. 7 ~y 1793 Sutton supported five scythe and axe shops and
seven tnphammer shops. Some of the blacksmith owners of
those triphammer
shops--water-powered
and horse
powered-used them to turn out scythes and axes by the 1780s.8
The nature of scythe manufacturing in Sutton seems to have
changed in the 181Os. In 1813 four local men established a
scythe manufactory along Cold Spring Brook. The number of

engaged in manufacture.

7Benr::lict

Peter Whitney, The His101J'of the County of Worcester (1793, reprint,
Worcester: Isaiah Thomas Books and Prints, 1983), 96.

8

6
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and Tracy, 526-7; Whitney, 96.

_Con_clusions_drawn from genealogical and occupational information
supph~d 111 Benedict and Tracy on individuals engaged in scythe making.
Benedict and Tracy, 186, 361, 532, 541.
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investors suggests that this was to be a larger-scale operation
than the older blacksmith-owned and -operated shops. These
men sold out within a couple of years to Captain Asa Woodbury.
Woodbury set about to improve the site, and by 1833 he owned
at least two houses, a scythe and spindle shop with waterpowered trip hammer, and a woolen mill, all along the banks of
Cold Spring Brook. One of Woodbury's houses was the
"Company's House", and very likely housed the six adult males
he employed in the scythe and spindle shop. 9 In this way,
Woodbury not only supplied the growing textile factories with
spindles, but continued to serve farmers by producing the
venerable scythe.
All told, Sutton's three major scythe manufacturers shipped
out over 13,000 scythes in 1833 to dealers in Massachusetts,
Maine, and New York. The scope of these operations had
broadened from pre-Revolutionary times, but some aspects of this
work fell well within long-standing practices. Unlike the textile
mills, with their dozens of laborers, the scythe shops employed
between four and six young men over age sixteen. The work
evidently continued to require some level of skill, for they all
received between twenty-five and fifty cents more per day than
their counterparts in the local cotton mills. In a pattern of work
familiar to all "pre-industrial" workers, the shop owners
employed their help only eight to ten months out of the year. 10
That work pattern in water-powered operations had always
been due to both the seasonal flow of water and to the rhythms of
farm work. Lewis Torrey and David Dudley, both relying on
water-powered trip-hammers in their shops, continued to operate
in this farmer/artisan mode. Lewis Torrey, remembered in the
1878 Sutton history only as a blacksmith with a small shop in the
Manchaug district, produced 3600 scythes a year. Torrey's real
estate consisted of a house, shop, barn, and sixty-six acres. In the
9 lnformation on Woodbury is as yet incomplete, but this much has been
gleaned from Benedict and Tracy, Hi."lory, 532, 756; Sutton Valuation and Tax
List, 1830; McLane, Documents Relative /0 the Manufactures in the United
States, doc. no. 308.
10McLanc, doc. no. 308.
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1830s Torrey owned two oxen, which provided the means of
planting at least some of his acreage; two to four cows, the
pro~uce f~om whic_h may have been used only to feed his large
farmly (thirteen children by 1839); and a horse. He also kept a
hog each year for butchering. In 1835, Torrey's profits enabled
h_im_
to loan out $400 at i_nterest. David Dudley followed a very
s1mtlar strategy. He mamtained two houses, two shops, a barn
and forty-six acres. He, too, prepared fields with two oxen and
kept four cows, a horse or two, and a hog. With his children
ranging between the ages of twenty-six and thirteen by 1830, the
milk from the Dudleys' four cows may have been used by Mrs.
Dudley and her adolescent daughter to produce saleable butter
and cheeses. 11
Like their counterparts in previous generations, Torrey and
Du?ley continued to pursue a number of means of maintaining
the1r households and attaining a competence. The rhetorical
di vision between farmers and mechanics, or farmers and artisans,
played up by so many of the early Republic's politicians and
popular speakers, would not have been recognized by these men
and their families. Farming remained an important part of their
economic strategies, as did production of agricultural
implements. With larger and more efficient triphammer shops
these artisans could produce on a scale that allowed them to
supply the growing regional markets, and on a scale that earned
them the title of manufacturer rather than smithy.
The mill villages that developed throughout the Blackstone
River Valley in the generation after the War for Independence far
outstripped enterprises like those of Dudley and Torrey in terms
of capital invested and capital improvement, but they developed
alo?gsi~e those operations, neither replacing them nor prompting
their existence. The industrialization of the countryside did not
occur because the larger manufacturers moved in, but because of
broader demographic and economic developments in which
everyone participated, albeit on unequal footing in some cases.
Sutton's company-owned mill villages, while controlled by

11Sutton

Valuation and Tax Lists, I 830, 1835.
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outside in vest ors, do not seem to have pre-empted local initiative,
nor were they entirely without local associations.
The earliest of the two major company villages in Sutton
grew along water privileges on the Blackstone River in the
northeast corner of town. While Asa Woodbury developed his
water privileges with his scythe, spindle, and wool operations,
Elijah and Asa Waters, Jr., of the newly incorporated town of
Millbury, gained control of water privileges along the Blackstone
River. 12 In Sutton, Asa Waters acquired a site known as the
Dudley Farm in 1815, and built a dam, a saw mill, a grist mill,
and a small cotton yarn factory. The yam mill burned in 1822
and Waters sold the entire site to David Wilkinson of North
Providence, Rhode Island, in 1823. Wilkinson promptly built a
stone factory in which he manufactured cotton thread. Between
1823 and I 829 he developed the site extensively, enlarging the
factory, constructing a hotel, an Episcopal church, a bank, and
several dwellings for the company's employees. 13 Dependence
on extra-local capital could, and often did, spell the destruction
of local industries during the frequent financial panics of the
nineteenth century.
But in the case of Wilkinsonville, a
combination of non-local capital and kinship saved the place
from the panic of 1829 which bankrupted many locally-financed
operations. When Wilkinson failed in 1829, Samuel Slater, to
whom he was related by marriage and who held notes on the
factory, assumed ownership of Wilkinsonville.
Slater, the
renowned designer of the first mechanized spinning mill in the
United States in the early 1790s, financed and owned mills
throughout the Blackstone River Valley. 14
Local men served as agents or superintendents of the
Wilkinson mills for at least part of the village's early history.
The nature of the relationships between the absentee owner and
his supervisors remains unclear at this point, but some tantalizing
12Centennial History of the Town of Millbury, Massachusells, (Worcester,
MA: Davis Press, 1915).
13Benedict and Tracy, Histo,y of Su11011,
536.
14See Jonathan Prude, The Coming of Industrial Order (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1983).
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evidence suggests at least a high level of regard for Wilkinson, if
not a personal relationship. In addition, it is evident that these
relationships involved individuals of equal, or near equal, status.
Deacon John Morse, a tanner, descendent of Morses who arrived
in town in 1~34, and a man of some standing in his own right in
the community, served as the agent for Waters' yam mill. He
may have continued in that capacity for Wilkinson, for the
Morses named their last son, born in 1825, for the mill owner.
Morse is lost to the local records before 1830, when the assessor
began to keep de~ailed records of personal and real property, but
the house he bmlt on the Boston Post Road east of the town
center between 1811 and 1815 still stands. Like many of his
contemporaries Morse built a two-story, center hall house with an
integral rear ell. Finished with the delicate detailing of Federalera neo-classicism, the Morse house displayed a level of taste
expected of genteel folk, as well as a thoroughly modem concern
for convenience.
All of this added up to a statement of
independence and stature. 15
J~shua Armsby, junior, a machinist and carpenter, served as
supermtendent for the Wilkinson mills for several years. A man
of considerable personal property, Armsby also served as
~epresentati ve to the Massachusetts General Court for four years
m the 1830s, and established his own machine shop in 1835.
Armsby, who built a large two-story, double-pile house with side
ell on the _occasion of hi~ second marriage in 1823, evidently
farmed with the same intensity he pursued he mechanical
interests. By 1830 he owned 93 acres of land, two oxen, four
cows, two hogs, and one pleasure horse. In 1839 he built a
modem New England barn, and by 1841 he owned three more
head of cattle and thirty more acres. Armsby continued to

15
For a fulle_r development of the significance of the house type and
ornamental detailing see Nora Pat Small, "Beauty and Convenience: The
Architectural Reordering of Sutton, Massachusetts ' 1790-1840" PhD d'IS.,
Boston University, 1994.
I
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accumulate more land and more livestock for at least the next ten
years. 16
For men like Morse and Armsby, the industrialization of their
rural neighborhoods brought increased opportunity. Neither
Morse nor Armsby depended upon the Wilkinsonville mills for
their livings. Unlike the sixty women and girls who earned forty
cents a day, or the dozen boys under sixteen years old who
earned thirty cents a day, or the twenty men who earned a dollar
a day, Armsby and Morse commanded other sorts of
capital-including cash, credit, real or personal estate-that they
could put to work for them. With the coming of larger-scale
industries, they could cash in as well on their artisanal or
mechanical skills.
The growth of cotton mills like those at Wilkinsonville and
the even larger operation in Manchaug afforded still other
opportunities for the mechanics of the Blackstone River Valley,
including supplying the demand for shuttles. As had been the
case with scythe manufacturing, the industrialized production of
shuttles fit into established patterns of work. By the early 1830s,
Sutton had three shuttle manufacturers, all of whom seemed to
operate on the same scale as the scythe makers. As at the scythe
shops, the four to six employees at each shop worked only ten
months out of the year and earned twenty-five cents more per day
than their counterparts in the mills. This work could be either
water- or horse-powered. Milton Ruggles built his shuttle shop
on an eighteenth-century grist and saw mill site north of
Wilkinsonville, at Pleasant Falls, in 1832. 17 Joseph Hathaway
produced shuttles at his horse-powered machine shop in the early
1830s, but sold out before 1835 to Ezra S. Marble. 18 Marble's
modest endeavor gradually grew into a family manufacturing
enclave known as Marbleville. Through the construction of

16Benedict and Tracy, 370, 537, 699. Information on Joshua Armsby is
also extracted from the Sutton Valuations and Tax Lists, 1830, 11!35, 1841,
1845.
17Benedict and Tracy, 417.
18Benedict and Tracy, 391,399, 531.
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reservoir and dams, Marble turned his entire operation into one
powered by water. 19
Like his counterparts in scythe-making, shuttle-maker Origen
Harback pursued both farming and manufacturing. Married
~efore _1817,Ori~en controlled a good amount of capital by the
time lus last child was born in 1824. In 1810, the earliest
enumeration of personal and real property available, Harback
owned a house, a barn, a shop, fifty acres, a chaise, four cows,
two other head of cattle, a pleasure horse, and two hogs.
Throughout the 1830s and 1840s Harback kept between four and
seven head of cattle of various kinds, a horse or two, and at least
one hog. His land holdings never fell below fifty acres. For at
least fifteen years, Harback operated two shops. When Samuel
Ward observed Harback' s shuttle operation in the early 1830s, he
pronounced its machinery "the most ingenious and useful of any
that has come under my examination. The wood work of the
shuttle, after it is blocked out, is entirely completed by the
operation of machinery, for the reception of irons." 20 Harback
successfully negotiated the mixed agricultural and manufacturing
economy of the early nineteenth century using already wellestablished models. His own great-uncle had established a
carding and fulling mill in Sutton around 1776, and his cousin,
Thomas Harback,junior, had built a woolen broadcloth mill with
power looms in 1822. Even with new endeavors such as the
large-scale manufacture of shuttles, then, old patterns of
achieving or ensuring competencies persisted.
-The Industrialized FarmscapeWhile Torrey, Dudley, and Harback all represent the
successful integration of agricultural and manufacturing pursuits,
~hey v.:ere also among the few who could afford such capitalmtens1 ve ventures.
In industrializing
southeastern
Massachusetts, farmers, artisans, mechanics and their wives and
children combined agriculture with handcraft work at a level not
19
20

Maps of Sutton, 1831, 1857. Benedict and Tracy, 531-2.
McLane, doc. no. 308.
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worthy of note in the Secretary of the Treasury's 1833 census of
manufacturing, but well worth noting here. This domestic
production manifested itself in the landscape, as families rebuilt
and rearranged their homes and homesteads, and as they added
increasing numbers of shops to their holdings. 21 The rebuilding
of homesteads is a story unto itself, beyond the scope of this
paper, but the growth of shops illustrates the point nicely. 22
Sutton's shops boomed in the 1810s, prior to the
establishment
of local large-scale textile mills, but
simultaneously with the rise of textile mills throughout the
Blackstone River Valley. 23 A shop consisted of an operation
such as black smithing, coopering, wheel wrighting, cabinetmaking, carriage-building, fancy painting, or shoe making. The
Worcester County Decennial Valuation for 1801-1831 lists these
as "shops within or adjoining to dwelling houses," and as "other
shops." They were counted separately from all types of factories
and mills. Sutton started the new century with a total of thirty
shops. In 1831, Sutton and Millbury together (Millbury having
been hived off from Sutton in 1813) contained 101 shops, with
over half of those being in Sutton. Worcester, at the headwaters
of the Blackstone River just north of Millbury, showed
comparable growth. That town had only eighteen shops in 180 I.
The number increased sevenfold by 1831 to 123. Throughout the
Blackstone River Valley, the story was the same. 24
William Hall, farmer, housewright, and millwright, was
among those individuals who contributed to the rise of shops in
the 1810s. Hall returned home to Sutton from Warwick, Rhode
21On outwork systems see Thomas Dublin, Women al Work:
The
Tra11sfor111ation
of Work and Community in Lowell, Massachusells, 1826-/860
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1979); idem, "Women and Outwork
in a Nineteenth-Century New England Town: Fitzwilliam, New Hampshire,
1830-1850," in The Coun/lyside i11 the Age of Capitalist Transformalion:
Essays in the Social History of Rural America, ed. Steven Hahn and Jonathan
Prude (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1985), 51-69; Prude,
The Coming of /11dus1rialOrder, ch. 3.
22 On the rebuilding see Small, "Beauty and Convenience."
23Prude, The Coming of Industrial Order, ch. 2.
24Prude, The Coming of Industrial Order.
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Island, around 1811. Assuming possession of the old family
farm, he made many improvements, including a house ell that
contained his workshop, and New England barn. An enclosed
breezeway connected the ell to the northeast comer of the house.
The west end of the ell contained a chimney stack with set kettle.
Hall's enormous work table stood against the north wall. The
workshop extended beyond the east end of the ell, onto a
flagstoned area. An open wood shed, its ridge at right angles to
the ridge of the ell, projected from the front right comer of the
ell, completing the work area. With the house, these structures
formed a small courtyard. 25
To the east and south of these buildings stood the farm
structures, their roof ridges all parallel to those of the house and
ell. The cellarless New England barn, itself a sign of modernized
farming practices, could be entered from the fields to the east or
from the drive to the west. One small shed remains to the lef~of
the barn, another that stood southwest of the barn is gone. These
buildings formed the east side of a large yard or courtyard. The
house and ell defined the north side, and a stone wall enclosed
the south side. Within this courtyard male and female farm and
manufacturing activities would have mixed freely, the women
passing back and forth between the barn and house as they
carried on the dairying, the men's daily activities taking them
between field, barn and ell. Like his counterparts in scythe and
shuttle production, Hall employed extra hands. Four male
laborers lived with the Halls in 1820. The census taker in that
year re_corded only one individual engaged in agriculture,
suggesting that the laborers assisted Hall in his shop. In 1830 the
Halls had only two extra male hands.
. Hall's 1859 inventory of his estate paints a portrait of an
active farmer. His livestock included a horse, a pair of oxen, ten
other head of cattle, pigs, and fowls. His farm tools included
three grain cradles, a cultivator, and three plows. But he also still
owned his wood-working tools, among which were a cross-cut
saw, two wood :;aws, three axes, chisels, an adze, a try square,
and several chests of unenumerated tools. Hall's real and
15All

physical description is from field work conducted by the author.
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personal estate indicates that he was equipped to pursue two
occupations. In the larger scheme of things, Hall and his wife
made only modest alterations to the landscape, but those
alterations enabled them to accommodate their multiple roles and
occupations in the mixed agricultural and manufacturing
economy.
If we define a farmer as an individual with reported land and
livestock holdings on the Sutton town valuations and tax lists,
then farmers owned eighty-five percent of the shops standing in
town in 1830, and seventy-six percent in 1841. The definition is
broad, but it eliminates everyone who was completely divorced
from agriculture. The property holdings of these shop-owning
farmers ranged from four acres to 265, the median holding being
forty-five acres and the average sixty-seven, comparable to the
town-wide average of fifty-eight acres. Their livestock holdings
ranged from one cow to forty-six animals, with everyone owning
at least one cow. Shop owners held an average of 3.75 cows
each, an increase of one animal over the town-wide average. 26
These farmers supplied not only the local store-keepers, but
extra-local markets with butter, cheese, shoes, combs, tools,
plows, furniture, and more. When Benedict and Tracy wrote in
1878 of the "certain returns of honest industry upon the farm,"
they may have had these industrious farmers in mind-the people
of their grandparents' generations whose time-softened stories
and reminiscences of farm life prior to the disruptions of the
Civil War may indeed have sounded like a golden age. 27
The increased presence of manufacturing interests in Sutton
in the early nineteenth century resulted from a modification of
already established practices and from the introduction of newer,
centralized factory work.
The change was incremental,
revolutionary more in its cumulative effect than in its immediate
26 Sutton

Valuation and Tax Lists, 1830, 1841. I cannot yet account for the
discrepancy in the number of shops reported in the local tax lists, and the
numbers reported in the Worcester County Decennial Valuation Record Book.
The Decennial Valuation Book contains much higher shop numbers. NI
numbers used to count farmer-shop owners and non-farmer shop owners are
from the Sutton tax lists.
27Benedict and Tracy, 255.
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impact. Farmers, artisans, and mechanics altered their production
strateg_ies and their . physical environments, expanding old
operations or offenng new services and goods as the
opportunities presented themselves. In addition, investors from
ou~si~e the commt~n!ty brought in new sources of capital,
bmldmg up water pnv1leges, developing manufacturing villages
and providing new markets for both manufactured and
agricultural goods. In Sutton, and throughout the Blackstone
Valley, manufacturing and farming existed cheek by jowl well
into the twentieth century. The symbiotic nature of this rural
industrial economy can still be read in the landscape today.

Locations of Black Identity:
Community Canning Centers in Texas,
1915-1935 1
Debra Ann Reid
In 1915 African Americans in rural Texas observed
communities.in transition when they looked out the doors of their
wood-frame houses. In that year approximately 72 percent of all
blacks in the state, or 511,321 individuals, lived in rural areas.
During the 1920s low commodity prices and high inflation
combined to ruin many, but few left the land. Instead they rented
land on the shares and struggled to earn enough of a living to
keep families together. Yet the Great Depression intensified the
poverty and forced many blacks to leave rural !if~ behind. In
addition, the violence and disfranchisement of the J 1mCrow era,
the race's subjugation to the crop-lien system, and the birth _ofthe
"New Negro" in an urban environment hastened the declme of
black communities in the South. Scholars tend to concentrate on
these factors, thus presenting the rural African American as a
victim of economic, political, and demographic change. Few
consider the ways that rural blacks challenged these persistent
trends. 2
A study of local black community development offers an
alternative to the story of decline. Some residents struggled t_o
improve their conditions and they managed to strengthen their
1The author wishes to thank Dan McMillan for making thoughtful
comments on an earlier draft.
2 The Negro Farmer in the United States, Fifteenth Census of the ~ni~ed
States: /930, Ce 11sus of Agriculture (Washington, D.C.: Government Pnntmg
Office, J933), 27, 30. Charles E. Hall, Negroes in the United States, 1920-1932
(Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1935), 601. Between I 910
and 1930 the number of black farm operators in Texas increased by 23.1
percent. Only two other southern states, Arkansas (25.1) and Louisiana (34.5),
experienced a larger percentage of growth. States wi_th_smaller increases
included North Carolina ( I 5.8), Oklahoma ( 14.9), and M1ss1ss1pp1( I 1.0). All
other southern states experienced declines. The number of African America~s
living on farms decreased by 13.6 percent, from 409,922 in 193_0to 354,485 m
1940. See Sixtee11th Ce11susof the United States: I 940-Populatwn, vol. II, part
6 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1943), 763.
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position, at least temporarily, even though they ultimately lost the
war. These activists believed that they had to stabilize their
economic position and cultivate a sense of community among
rural blacks to pose a viable challenge to the racist system that
trapped them. They believed that canning centers offered one
practical solution to their situation.
Government employees of the segregated Texas Agricultural
Extension Service (TAEX) introduced the idea of community
canning centers in 1915. Personal and public networks combined
as women and girls raised the funds, organized activities, and did
most of the canning while men and boys helped construct, fuel,
and operate the centers. Time has obliterated the physical
evidence of much of this economic development and community
building, and historians have overlooked the written evidence
that the individuals generated. Yet, canning addressed many
economic problems and provided a focus for community
organization that had not existed previously. 3
The first message the segregated extension service presented
focused on canning. The state leader, Robett Lloyd Smith, and
the home economics demonstrator, Mary Evelyn Hunter,
conducted their first meeting in September 1915. The families
gathered at the Ted Williams's place in Blackjack, a small
community just one-half mile east of the International & Great
3Texas became the twelfth state to establish a separate division to provide
practical information on agriculture and home economics to rural African
Americans. The Texas "Negro" division quickly became the largest, securing
more federal funding, more staff, and more participants than the other
segregated branches did. It followed the model established by Seaman Knapp
and the United States Department of Agriculture in Texas in 1903 and offered
practical solutions to the problems assailing the rural South. Extension agents
encouraged club members to diversify, improve their homes and farms, and
participate in informal educational offerings. Officials believed that the advice
they offered could free rural southerners from abject poverty and illiteracy. For
a summary of the work of Seaman Knapp in Texas and the evolution of
Farmers' Cooperative Demonstration Work see Roy V. Scott, The Reluctant
Farmer: The Rise of Agricultural Extension to 1914 (Urbana: University of
Illinois Press, 1970), 206-53, esp. 226 and 234. For a history of TAEX's
segregated division see Debra Ann Reid, "Reaping a Greater Harvest: African
Americans, Agrarian Reform, and the Texas Agricultural Extension Service,"
Ph.D. diss., Texas A&M University, 2000.
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Northern Railroad line in northeast Texas. They listened as
Smith and Hunter explained the general plan of the extension
service. Mrs. Hunter set up an exhibit of canned goods and
described the need to increase food production for the family.
She then gave a demonstration in canning the surplus. 4
Involving the entire community offered opportunities for
rural reform that individual participation did not. Extension
agents found that they could reach more people of all ages
through community gatherings. They worked with the youth
initially but believed that this offered the best opportunity of
involving the entire family. They encouraged the mixed-age
audience to cooperate and adapt materials that they already
owned to the purpose. Agents continued to support the use of
homemade items even though the price of manufactured steam
pressure canners declined as club work became more popular. A
cauldron over an open fire, called the "open-kettle method,"
worked fine if club members took special care with the
preparation of the jars. If clubs did not have a cauldron they
could buy two wash-tubs, punch holes in the smaller one, insert
it in the larger, fill the larger one with water and the smaller one
with jars, and be well on the way to productive canning. Lard
cans worked just as well. Others used oblong washer or laundry
boilers, and canning club members adapted them by placing wire
in the bottom to protect the jars from the heat source. 5
4 Hunter recalled that they held the first demonstratwn
on either 6
September or I 1-12 September. See M.E. V. Hunter, " History of Extension
Work Among Negroes in Texas from I August 19 I 5 to 15 Semptember [sic]
1931," box 4, Texas Agricultural Extension Service Historical Files, Cushing
Library, Texas A&M University, College Station, (hereafter TAEX Historical
Files); M.E.V. Hunter, Petersburg, Virginia, to I.W. Rowan, Prairie View, 13
February 1940, box 4, TAEX Historical Files. Hunter remembered that the
meeting occurred in a rural church in the Wellingham community, a switch
where the train stopped, but Smith County residents remembered it in the home
of the Williams family in Blackjack. See Hattie R. Green, "Historical Appraisal,
Smith County, 1939," box 15, TAEX Historical Files.
5 White extension ..gents began the first canning clubs for girls in Texas in
1912. A TAEX publication provided information about starting girls' clubs. See
Laura F. Neale, Girls' Ca1111ingClubs, Garden Clubs and Poullry Clubs,
Bulletin 8-43 of the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas (January
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These makeshift tools could not endure the steady use of a
community canning center. Instead club members built brick
furnaces or fireboxes and purchased commercial steam canners
to ensure that the final product met sale standards. Most clubs
used the cold-pack method. They placed raw fruits and
vegetables or cooked beef in cans or jars, and then applied steady
heat for a specified time period. Government regulations
required beef to be packed in no. 3 cans and cooked for 180
minutes in a steam pressure cooker at five pounds pressure or 40
minutes at ten pounds pressure. Farm families who followed
these specifications found a ready market for their quality canned
goods. 6
Railway lines and roadways carried these goods to urban
areas in Texas and beyond, creating new markets. The Texas
Department of Agriculture published a testimonial from T. G.
Simpson who began canning to survive a glutted truck-garden
market in Jacksonville, Texas. Jacksonville was near the
1918). In 1914, Bernice Carter, the assistant state leader for girls' clubs, spoke
to the Texas State Fanners' Institute about the benefits of canning clubs and
having a home canner on the fann. For her description of inexpensive equipment
see Bernice Carter, "The Home Canner on the Farm," Proceedings of the Fourth
Meeting Texas State Farmers' Institute 1914 (Austin: Von Boeckmann-Jones
Company, 1914), 47-50. The extension service encouraged families to meet
their needs by making rather than purchasing conveniences. See C.E. Hanson,
Household Conveniences and How to Make Them, Bulletin B. 8 of the
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas (Oct. 1915). Specialists
described the "open-kettle method" as "old" by the 191Os. See E.M. Barret,
Canning and Preserving (Austin: Texas Department of Agriculture, (1916?]),
10, in the Katherine Golden Bitting Collection on Gastronomy, Library of
Congress, Washington, D.C. By 1914theTexas Federation of Women's Clubs
also encouraged canning clubs through its Rural Life Committee, established
that year and chaired by Mrs. Mamie Gearing. Texas Federation of Womens
Clubs, A11n11al1914-1915, Sixteenth Convocation held in Galves/011, 17-20
November 1914 (n.p.: Printing Committee, [ 19151), 60-1. Gearing also served
as the first president of the Texas Home Economics Association, founded in
1913.
6

For contemporary descriptions of cold-pack methods and government
regulations see Barret, Canning and Pres£ rving, I 0; 14. Mary E. Creswell and
Ola Powell, Home Canning of Fruits and Vegetables (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1917), 26, includes standards for 4-H canned
goods.
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crossing of the St. Louis Southwestern and the International &
Great Northern railroads, and not more than twenty-five miles
south of Blackjack in Smith County. Simpson testified that by
canning the culled tomatoes from the first shipment, a truck
farmer could pay shipping costs for the fresh crop for the rest of
the season. Simpson encouraged anyone interested to contact the
Texas Home Canners' Association to get information on joining
the growing business. Joan Jensen documents a reticence among
Mexican women to adopt the recommendations of white
extension agents. African Americans may have hesitated also,
but they did adopt the strategy when it became available to them. 7
The first meetings between extension agents and farm
families concentrated on the economic benefits of home and
commercial canning. Prosperous farmers led the way in acting
on their advice. A group with "large farms and fair houses" in
Stump Toe, near Fredonia in Gregg County, stood to profit from
the approach to truck farming that Simpson had advocated due to
their proximity to the growing towns of Tyler and Longview and
several railroad lines. They contacted Hunter to speak with them
about three weeks after the demonstration at Blackjack. She
showed them how to preserve culled sweet potatoes and return a
greater profit. The economics of her argument swayed them, and
by 21 October 1915 residents had purchased a hot water canner
for community use. They continued to invest in their center
through World War I, and by 1922 they used steam canning
equipment, cooperatively owned, to can tomatoes and sweet
potatoes for market. 8
7Vista K. McCroskey, "Blackjack, Texas," New Handbook of Texas
(Austin: Texas State Historical Association, 1996), I: 569. Texas Department
of Agriculture Yearbook 1908 (Austin: Texas Department of Agriculture), 98100. Joan Jensen, "Canning Comes to New Mexico: Women and the
Agricultural Extension Service, 1914-1919," i11 New Mexico Women:
lmercultural Perspectives, ed. Joan M. Jensen and Darlis A. Miller
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1986), 201-26.
8 Hur.,er to Rowan, 13 Feb. 1940, box 4, TAEX Historical Files; !,1. E. V.
Hunter, "Outstanding Achievements in Negro Home Demonstration Work," box
4, TAEX Historical Files. Rebecca Sharpless summarizes the importance of
canning and the numbers of rural women of different races involved in the
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Diversification and marketing the excess combined to help
many participants avoid debt, increase income, pay off debts, and
even purchase farms. World War I provided another incentive to
farmers located in cotton counties or in areas removed from main
routes of transportation. As a result, the number of canners
operated by African Americans increased from one in 1915 to
250 in 1918. Lea Etta Lusk, a home demonstration agent in
Washington County, employed through emergency funding,
recalled that she spent all of May, June, and July in I 919 canning
surplus vegetables. In this way she reached "all communities
where our people were free to plant gardens." The farm families
in Washington County had known nothing about the process
because they lived in cotton country, where all energies were
focused on the one cash crop. The high food prices during the
war forced families to can for home use and the women and girls
"showed a deep interest" as a result. They realized that canning
freed them from dependency on commodities purchased at
inflated prices. Robert Hines, the county agent in McLennan
County, reported that nearly every African American farm family
planted a home garden and preserved the majority of the harvest.
This differed from the situation in 1917 when "practically no
vegetables were saved and a very little fruit." 9
process in the Blackland Prairie in Fertile Ground, Narrow Choices: Women on
Texas Co11011Farms, 1900-1940 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1999), 126-3 I. Annual Report of the Extension Service of the
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, 1922 (College Station:
Extension Service, A. and M. College of Texas and U.S. Department of
Agriculture Cooperating, 1923), 75-6 (hereafter Annual Report, date).
9~11nual Report, 1918, 82; Lea Etta Lusk, "Historical Appraisal,
Washmgton County, 1939," box IS, TAEX Historical Files. The United States
Department of Agriculture microfilmed all of the annual narrative reports
prepared by county and home demonstration agents, specialists, district agents,
and state leaders. See United States Department of Agriculture, Annual
Narrative and Statistical Reports of the Cooperative Extension Work
Demonstration Program, National Archives and Records Administration, Record
Group 33, Microfilm Series (T845 to T895), Texas ( 1909-44), T890 (hereafter
cited as Annual Reports. state, year, reel number, anL T number, i.e. Annual
Reports, TX ( 1909) reel I, T890]. Duplicates of all reels in series T890 are
housed in Payroll Services, Texas Agricultural Extension Service, Texas A&M
University. College Station, Texas. Robert Hines, Annual Report. McLennan
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Agents knew that poor health contributed to the debilitation
of rural African Americans, and canning offered a means to
improve the nutritional value and variety of foodstuffs. Agents
believed that a healthier black population had the potential to
earn more and participate in society to a greater degree than those
debilitated by pellagra and other diseases associated with the
rural poor. The extension service published booklets to educate
members in the health benefits of properly canned foods, but the
illiteracy of rural blacks made it difficult for them to absorb the
information.
Mary Evelyn Hunter faced this impediment
directly. She simplified the instructions for semi-literate, rural
African Americans through her "Steps in Canning" program
which she introduced immediately in 1915. She explained to the
women and girls that they could enjoy fresh vegetables from their
gardens only four months of the year, leaving 240 days without
vegetables. Thus, she encouraged "each family to put up 240
cans of vegetables, so that they would have at least one can for
each day of the year not supplied by the garden." Such practical
advice encouraged many rural families to participate and allowed
them to diversify their production to take full advantage of the
opportunity that canning centers provided. All who participated
learned new skills that made them better farmers and more savvy
in the ways of the market. By 1919, thirteen agents helped
Hunter implement her "Steps in Canning" program. At least
14,366 women and girls processed 298,445 jars of fruits and
vegetables with a value of$98,058.80. By 1921, Hunter believed
that the sustained emphasis on the benefits of canning for home
use and for sale convinced individuals and clubs in "nearly every
community in Texas" to make or purchase a canner. Canning
proved so popular that it did not matter if a black home
demonstration agent worked in the county or not. Residents in
black communities still purchased canners. 10
County (19 I 9) reel I 0, T890.
ioHunter, "Outstanding Achievements in
Work," box 4, TAEX Historical Files. Early
James Frank Breazeale, Canning Vegetables
Department of Agriculture Farmers' Bulletin

Negro Home Demonstration
instruction manuals included
i11 the Home, United States
no. 359 (Washington, D.C.:
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Farmers used canning centers as a means of defense. Some
chose to can their beeves instead of selling cattle at low prices in
times of drought, or when counties passed new stock laws as
many did in the 1920s. Stock laws threatened poor farmers
because they forced them to pasture stock in fenced areas. Many
black farmers, owners and tenants alike, had no land to fence.
The stock sales that resulted forced the price of cattle down and
farmers could not sell their beef. The new home demonstration
agent in Houston County, Annie G. H. Hall, set to work in the
fall of 1924 to mitigate the loss to farmers. In a few months she
organized the farmers to construct six community canners. By
working cooperatively, families could can their beef and still
harvest their cotton crops. Thus they made their crop and
realized some gain from their cattle which "would have otherwise
been a total loss to them." 11
The drought of 1925 forced farmers in Washington County
to can their beeves. Lea Etta Lusk traveled throughout the
county, with help from her husband John. They reintroduced
canning to communities that had forgotten about its usefulness
since World War I and convinced discouraged farm families to
"can their beeves in order to have something to help tide their
families through the winter." Some dried-up milk cows became
chili during that harsh year, but canning softened the blow to
Government Printing Office, 1909), located in The Katherine Golden Bitting
Collection on Gastronomy, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.; Canning,
Preserving, Pickling, Bulletin B-26 of the Agricultural and Mechanical College
of Texas (July 1916); and Cornelia Simpson, Food Saving in Texas: Drying,
Brining, Canning, Curing, Bulletin B-38 of the Agricultural and Mechanical
College of Texas (I June I 917). Federal inspectors commented on M.E. V.
Hunter's enthusiasm for canning work in I 922. See Schaub and Goddard,
"Annual Visitation to the Texas State Agricultural College, College Station,
Texas, 4-14 October 1922," box 25, Annual Inspection Reports of Cooperative
Extension Work in the Field, Records of the Extension Service, Record Group
33, National Archives II, College Park, Maryland (hereafter ES, RG 33, NA);
Annual Report, /922, 76. The published annual reports provide a chronology
of the drvelopment of canning and canning centers.
11A1111ual
Report, /924, 16. By 1925, twelve large community canners
existed in Houston County and eight had community kitchens. Annual Report,
/925, 68.
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those farmers who faced the loss of a significant capital
investment. 12
The community canning centers provided a focus for the
expansion of extension programming following World War I.
The new state leader of the segregated service, Calvin H. Waller,
attempted to get more rural African Americans involved in
extension by borrowing the organizational structure used by
community councils of agriculture. The administration expected
agents to form clubs of women and girls and hold demonstrations
for men and boys in at least twelve communities strategically
positioned in each county. Agents created maps to help them
pick black communities in all four comers of their counties to
extend the service. Once selected, agents worked to recruit
members, hold elections, form a county council with
representatives from the community councils, and elect a county
president. A federated organization of these clubs existed at the
state level for girls by 1922 and for women by 1925. Because
community canners were so widely accepted and yet so
desperately needed by poor rural families, agents decided that
canners could help them broaden their appeal to men, women,
and children. 13
The canneries became visible signs of the public and private
partnership in rural development. Agents depended on voluntary
labor and resources provided by club members. The men
provided brick or stone and volunteered their services to build a
furnace and small structures to protect it from the elements. The
12John M. Lusk, Annual Report, Washington County, TX ( 1924) reel 35,
T890. [Brenham] Press Banner (7 Aug. 1925), quoted in Thad Sitton and Dan
K. Utley, From Can See to Can't: Texas Cotton Farmers on the Southern
Prairies (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1997), 60.
13TAEX administrators described the model of organization that Calvin
Waller borrowed as similar to the county farm bureau structure. White agents
organized a county council of agriculture or home economics following this
model as early as 1920. See Annual Report, 1920, 12. Annual Report, 1922, 71;
Hunter, "History of Extension Work Among Negroes in Texas," box 4, TAEX
Historical Files," and Hunter, "Outstanding Ac:1ievements in Negro Home
Demonstration Work," box 4, TAEX Historical Files. Annual Report, /925, 68;
Annual Report, /927, 63; Annual Report, 1929, 48; R.H. Hines, "County
Organizations," Annual Report, McLennan County (1919) reel 10, T890.
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buildings varied depending on the resources of the community.
A TAEX bulletin, Community Canning Plants, provided
elevations for a simple board-and-batten building with a shed
roof measuring twenty by forty-eight feet. It resembled a typical
farm shed of box construction and posed no challenge for a local
carpenter. Some followed the recommendations and the effort
paid off. By 1925, members in twenty-three counties, almost all
of the counties with black agents, built and rehabilitated a total
of 267 canning plants. 14
African Americans often constructed canning centers from
available materials because they had no resources to purchase
materials. The experiences of residents in Flynn community
provide an example of their resourcefulness. Iola Rowan, the
African-American home demonstration agent, and William C.
David, the county agent in Madison County, met with individuals
in the Flynn community in Leon County in 1933. The agents
gave a canning demonstration on the creek bank "because water
was available at the creek but not at the home." The agents
constructed a furnace by digging a hole three feet long and three
feet deep in the bank. They laid a piece of galvanized iron
sheeting over the hole to hold the retort and cookers. This made
"an excellent furnace" which they used to process three hundred
cans of beef. 15
Other communities used logs to build their houses and fire
clay as chinking. They rived shingles for the roofs, poured
concrete floors, and built furnaces to hold the retorts and canning
utensils. They constructed screen doors and windows and graded
and landscaped the grounds with native shrubs. Most purchased
steam-canner outfits that consisted of a hotel-size retort that cost
14Walton Peteet, Chauncey Merwin, and Cornelia Simpson, Community
Canning Plants, B-48 (College Station: Extension Service, Agricultural and
Mechanical College of Texas, and. United States Department of Agriculture
Cooperating, 1919). This includes an undated photograph of the first community
canner, probably for white extension members, located in Smith County. Annual
Report, 1925, 68; Annual Report, 192'1, 49.
Hunter, "Outstanding
Achievements in Negro Home Demonstration Work," box 4, TAEX Historical
Files; Annual Report, l 930, 31.
15C.H. Waller, Annual Report, Texas ( 1933) reel 84, T890.
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$27, a sealer for tin cans that cost $16, and tin cans that cost as
much as five cents each. Cooperation made it possible for four
Gregg County clubs with a total of 180 members to save $200
dollars on their equipment purchases in 1923. The multiple tasks
necessary to build and outfit these centers provided practical
instruction in at least six areas: economy, cooperation, sanitation,
drainage, conveniences for the home, and landscaping. Residents
then applied this knowledge to their homes, churches, and
schools, thus spreading the benefits of the knowledge gained in
the canning centers. 16
Black families canned more than one million containers of
food in 1929, an average of 115 cans or jars per family. This kept
at least 368 community steam pressure canners busy during the
canning season. Agents estimated the value of their work in
gardening, canning, poultry, and dairying to equal $371,518.70.
Community residents had to cooperate to sustain this production.
They had to agree on schedules for use of the facility and they
paid for the privilege with cans of food. Many adopted this toll
method, paying a fixed fee set by the committee that managed the
plant. If residents furnished the tin cans, the toll usually
amounted to one-half of the finished product. The proceeds from
the cans retained as the toll contributed to the operating costs of
the plant. 17
The momentum continued into the 1930s even as the
depression worsened. Rural African Americans constructed four
centers in 1931, twelve in 1932, and forty-three more in 1933.
Sixty-three operated by early 1934. Even black agents forgot the
16Clubs

bought thirty-eight canners in 1924 and as many sealers to finish
the work. Annual Report, 1924, 15-6; Annual Report, 1925, 68; Annual Report,
1929, 49. Hunter, "Outstanding Achievements in Negro Home Demonstration
Work," box 4, TAEX Historical Files;Annual Report, 1930, 31. R. G. Johnson,
Annual Report, Gregg County ( 1923) reel 27, T890. Cooperative purchasing
continued into the 1930s as clubs pooled premiums from fairs and purchased
equipment. See district agent reports quoted in Earl Crosby, "Building the
Country Home: :he Black County Agent System, 1906-1940," Ph.D. diss ,
Miami University (1977), 143. C.H. Waller, Annual Report, Texas (1933) reel
84, T890.
11Annual Report, 1922, 75-6.
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precedence set by centers constructed in the 1920s when they
reported that residents in the Beulah Community in Anderson
County built the first "really modem canning house" in 1932.
Residents salvaged materials from an old hall destroyed by a
storm and pooled two-years' worth of winnings from displays at
the Anderson County Fruit Palace to complete their canning
house. They laid a concrete floor and installed pipes for running
water. Extension staff featured the Beulah center at the annual
agents' conference in 1932. Male and female agents left the
conference committed to the idea. They secured plans from the
TAEX to help them construct centers in their counties. Within
a year they built forty-seven kitchens in nine counties, three
owned by individuals but the rest owned by communities. State
leader Calvin Waller noted this support "enabled the Negroes to
take full advantage of the program put into effect by the R.F.C.
as in many cases they had places already prepared to house
equipment." 18
Rural relief efforts during the New Deal era also supported
the construction and operation of canning centers. Loans from the
Reconstruction Finance Commission (RFC) and grants from the
Federal Emergency Relief Administration (FERA), both
distributed through the Texas Relief Commission, created a new
wave of canning centers in the Texas countryside in 1933. In
April the RFC provided funds to build, equip, and operate
community and county canning plants. County commissioners,
civic organizations, and other local or county committees helped
18Neil Foley incorrectly cites 1931as the first year that African American
women had access to their own community canning centers. See Foley, The
White Scourge: Mexicans, Blacks, a11dPoor Whites i11Texas Colton Culture
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997), 155. In 1931 agents reported
that four community canning houses were built, including the Beulah
Community Canning House in Anderson County. Annual Report, 1931, 35.
Later construction projects benefitted from New Deal funding and this caused
the number of centers to increase with twelve constructed in 1932 and fortyseven in 1933. "Negro Agents Work Toward Farm Ownership," Texas
Extension Work of 1933 20, no. 9 (May-June 1934), 8. C.H. Waller, Annual
Report, Texas ( 1933) reel 84, T890. Agents helped construct seventy-eight more
in 1934. See H.S. Estelle to I.W. Rowan, I May 1936, box 4, TAEX Historical
Files.
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agents purchase pressure cookers and sealers for public use in the
centers. Agents provided advice and supervised the processing of
vegetables and meat in this phase of emergency work. The funds
available in 1933, a total of $3050, helped rural African
Americans construct fourteen buildings and furnish others
already constructed. Regardless,.Calvin Waller considered the
federal support inadequate to meet the need. He reported that
"we have not been able to secure much of the R.F.C. money in
building canning houses." 19
The New Deal programs provided more money but also more
white influence in the black programs. Black agents interested
in having canning centers had to gain the support of the white
county agent to act as their sponsor. The white county agent in
Walker County, D.R. Carpenter, secured funds from the County
Relief and Improvement Committee and built eighteen canning
units in 1933. He established one-half of them in black
communities. Each center had one retort, one twenty-nine-quart
cooker, and one sealer. The relief committee collected a toll
from those who used the center and they distributed these cans to
the needy. The black county agent, K.H. Malone, praised the
work of the community extension councils for building the
canning houses. He motivated the communities to raise the funds
for the buildings through concerts, picnics, box suppers,
community sings, and 4-H club events so the African American
population still had a vested interest in the result. He located the
centers so residents in each of the twenty-five black communities
in the county had an opportunity to use them. At least 180 farm
families in twenty-two communities participated, using the

19Robert Calvert and Arnoldo De Le6n. The History of Texas (Arlington
Heights, Ill.: Harlan Davidson, Inc., 1990), 300. Miriam Ferguson created the
Texas Relief Commission to distribute RFC funds and the Texas legislature
renamed it the Texas Rehabilitation and Relief Commission. Lynne Anderson
Rieff, "'Rousing the People of the Land': Home Demonstration Work in the
Deep South, 1914-1950." Ph. D. diss., Auburn University (1995), 124-27.
"Relief Canning Directed by Home Agents," Texas Extension Service News 20,
no. 9 (May-June 1934), 3; C.H. Waller, Annual Report, Texas (1933) reel 84,
T890.
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cannery "day and night" by the end of June 1933. A newspaper
columnist wondered "where all the food comes from"? 20
These canning centers helped agents accomplish their goal of
strengthening rural communities in several ways. The canner
provided a means to generate common interest in the
development of community life and a forum to introduce racial
solidarity. Mary Evelyn Hunter recognized this in 1915 when she
introduced the centers to rural African Americans. Hunter
believed the declension in communities resulted from feuding
and bickering instigated by the clergy and masters of competing
churches and lodges. Operating the cannery required residents to
cooperate to purchase seeds and negotiate a schedule for planting
and harvesting that allowed them to process the vegetables
efficiently. Hunter believed that this created "a new community
relation that had not been thought of before." Hunter believed
that the community canning plants did more "to increase
community interest than any one thing undertaken." The
furnaces and kitchens in many plants also provided a new

20 D.R.

Carpenter, Annual Report, Walker County (1933) reel 90, T890;

K.H. Malone, Annual Report, Walker County (1933) reel 90, T890 with
unidentified newspaper articles attached: "Busy Canning Days Continue," and
"Negro Canning Units at Work." Some of the communities and local
supervisors of the work include: Tom Oliphant served as the county supervisor
for the Negroes. The canning units operated in the following communities, with
supervisors listed: Crabbs Prairie, Emma Wynne; Cotton Creek, L. 0. Stykes;
New Waverly and Hawthorne, Jessie Sykes; Mount Zion, Florence Naylor;
Mount Prairie, Annie Wiley; Galilee, Carrie Owens; Wesley Grove and
Hopewell, Mary Birdwell; Arizona, Lucius Jackson; Everline, S. B. McGown.
African Americans most often recall these sorts of canning centers when they
reminisce about their Depression-era experiences. Ruth Dawson-Batts recalls
that her father-in-law, Fred Douglas Batts, coordinated the canning center in
Hammond, Robertson County, in the 1930s and that his wife, Eunice Love
Batts, assisted in the center. See Ruth Dawson-Batts, Fred Douglas Batts, Sr.:
A Family with a Missio11. .. to Educate, to Serve in the School, Church, and
Community (n.p: Ruth Dawson-Batts, 1994), 19-20; Dawson-Batts recalls that
her father sharec his syrup mill with neighbors in Wortham, Freestone Count/,
and assisted at the canning center, see Dawson-Batts, Reflective Years,
Reflective Moments: My Memories, A Vivid Story Told in Words and
Photographs ([Waco]: Ruth Dawson-Batts, 1996), 44.
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gathering place for functions such as picnics and festivals, further
strengthening community identity. 21
Canning also gained popularity because it offered black
Texans a way to stabilize their precarious existence. The money
saved by using home-produced canned goods instead of storebought goods protected many from indebtedness. Agents then
advised families to invest their savings in a pig or a dairy cow or
a piece of land. Property ownership, particularly the ownership
of real estate, became one of the most blatant forms of black
opposition to plantation agriculture.
It had political
consequences. Property holders paid taxes and thus had some
say in local government expenditures. 22
The process of canning did not affect the political inequality
of southern society, nor did it offer long-term solutions to
economic or social ills. It did create evidence of the effort,
however. Canning contributed to the success of the E. D. Roberts
family of Brenham. Roberts' family canned the extra food they
grew while he "fertilized the soil, ploughed and planted as per the
Agent's directions ..., raised more chickens, sold eggs, fed cows
a balanced ration, and sold more butter." With the proceeds
Roberts bought more tools, a better team of mules, paid off the
debt on his first fifty acres, purchased fifty more, and even
bought the family "a Ford car for their comfort, and as a means
of hauling his produce to town." Roberts became the model
black capitalist farmer. 23
Such practical accomplishments helped African Americans
challenge the influence of white paternalism and nurture a sense
21Hunter, "History of Extension Work Among Negroes in Texas," box 4,
TAEX Historical Files. Annual Report, 1925, 68. Hunter, "Outstanding
Achievements in Negro Home Demonstration Work," box 4, TAEX Historical
Files.
221n 1930 Lea Etta Lusk was still "striving to have every club member cut
out the annual yearly account run at the stores, by producing and conserving the
food supply for the family." Lusk, Annual Report, Washington County (1930)
reel 71, T890. Steven A Reich, "Soldiers of Democracy: Black Texans and the
Fight for Citizenship, 1917-1921," Journal of American History 82, 4 (March
1996), 1487-89.
23Lusk, Annual Report, Washington County (1924) reel 35, T890.
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of race solidarity through community cooperation. Blacks had to
cooperate to build structures, purchase canning supplies, and
market the commodities. They elected governing councils to
administer the operations, and they realized that they could take
responsibility for their own actions and reduce their reliance on
white landlords and other authority figures. The money saved
and earned gave farmers an opportunity to accumulate personal
property, including land and homes, and thus created physical
evidence of a minority culture eager to claim its economic and
social equality. At the same time more organized urban-based
challenges to the racist system began to make a difference.
People organized, created new ideologies, and expressed a
different race pride than did the black agrarians. The quiet
resistance that rural African Americans expressed when they
used the community canneries failed to impress their urban peers
or later historians who have labeled their tactics as
"accommodationist." Over time, the canneries, the visible proof
of their attempt at economic security and self-promotion,
collapsed, as did the communities around them. But the
significance of the use made by rural African Americans of
segregated canning centers remains.

Small Groups and the Chimera of
Consensus: Local Politics and National
Politics in Modern Germany
Daniel A. McMillan
The German nation entered modem politics through a narrow
door, and emerged with political tunnel vision. Viewing politics
in a different way than their neighbors did, Germans also
behaved differently in politics until well after the Second World
War. This is the hypothesis which I will develop in this brief
essay.
The first six or seven generations of Germans to participate
in politics did so only in small, socially homogenous groups.
Except for the brief experiment of 1848/49, there was no national
parliament in the German lands until the founding of the Empire
in 1871. None of the separate German regional states had an
elected legislature before 1818, and most Germans could not vote
for any kind of government until 1848. Consequently, most
Germans before 1848 had no experience of political activity
beyond what they could pursue within local voluntary
associations and municipal councils.
Having grown up politically in such a sheltered environment,
the first politically active Germans came to abhor conflict-which
could make enemies of one's friends and neighbors within a
narrow circle. They also thought that they could easily prevent
conflict, or transcend it by embracing an ill-defined "general
interest." After all, they assumed, why should reasonable people
of comparable education not reach agreement on important
issues?' Political education in small groups may also have
produced a second marked tendency within German political
culture: a preoccupation with individual morality and character.
Good character made for good citizens, and only good citizens-as
distinct from sophisticated organization, a well-crafted
constitution, or other components of a political system-could
1 The German aversion to conflict and idealization of consensus has long
been recognized. A trenchant early statement is Ralf Dahrendorf, Society and
Democracy in Germany (New York: Norton, 1967), 129-41.
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make representative government work well and without conflict.
These two tendencies-abhorrence of conflict and extreme
emphasis on individual character-reinforced each other: only a
citizenry of good and homogenous character could reach the
idealized consensus with a minimum of conflict.
I will briefly survey the role of voluntary associations in
German politics before 1848. Then I will show how one type of
voluntary association-the gymnastics clubs-typified the two
central tendencies mentioned above. In conclusion, I will suggest
the consequences of these two tendencies for German political
development in the late 19th and early 20th Centuries.2

In the 18th Century, many Germans entered political life
through voluntary associations. These associations included
some 230 moral-literary societies established from the 1720s to
the 1760s; perhaps 350 secret Masonic lodges ~h~t flouri~h~d
between 1750 and 1780; fifty to sixty patnottc-benef1cial
societies founded during the last third of the century; and finally
the reading associations, of which roughly 430 existed in the_year
1800.3 Especially as the century wore on, the member~h1p of
such associations was dominated by civil servants, including the
highest ranks, and more broadly by society's ~ost ~restigious and
best-educated members. United by the cultivation of Reason,
they considered themselves a moral and intellectual elite, the
2 This essay is based in part on my manuscript, now under revision for
publication: Germany Incarnate: The Gynmastics Movement in 19th-Century
Politics and Society.
3 Some relevant literature on these associations includes: Isabel V. Hull,
Sexuality, State, and Civil Society in Germany, 1700-1815 (Ithaca: Cornell
Univ. Press, 1996), esp. ch. 5; Jurgen Habermas, TheStructuralTransformatw11
of the Public Sphere, trans. Thomas Burger (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1989
[orig. 1962]); Richard van Dtilmcn, Die ~esel/schaft der. Aufklarer. Zur
biirgerlichen Ema11zipation u11d aujkliirerische11 Kultur III Deutscl~land
(Frankfurt a.M.: Fischer, 1986); Ute Frevert, "Ausdit.1cksfor~~~1bHrgerh~her
Offentlichkeit-zwei Beispiele aus dem spaten 18. Jahrhundert, m Burger/1che
Gesellschaft i11 Deutsch/and, ed. Lutz Niethammer, 80-90 (Frankfurt a.M.:
Fischer, 1990).
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"trustees" of the nation, who would educate the masses of their
ignorant countrymen for future membership in civil society. 4
Toward that end, they read and discussed about philosophy,
theoretical and applied science, new technologies, and social
problems such as poverty or infanticide.
Yet in what sense was this activity "political"? Publishing
their deliberations in journals and books, such associations hoped
to influence the governments of the many German states. To a
degree that is difficult to measure, both the associations of
citizens and the rulers of states accepted the premise that
government actions derived some measure of their legitimacy
from approval by "public opinion," meaning, of course, not the
opinion of the masses, but rather the consensus of enlightened
elites, displayed in journals and in the deliberations of
associations. When Frederick the Great decided in 1784 to
reform Prussia's legal code, he sought commentary from "public
opinion" outside the higher bureaucracy, and eventually
commissioned a prize-contest for essays on the subject. By a
gradual and largely imperceptible process, the self-appointed
trustees of civil society appropriated for themselves the state's
role as arbiter of the "common good," which legitimized all
government action. 5
The associations also subjected their members to elaborate
rules, ensuring polite demeanor and orderly discussion, and
4 Thus Christoph M. Wieland: "In the course of the existence for which
nature determined it, humanity in several thousands of years has made marked
progress. Ten, twenty or thirty million people in a single state will not let
themselves be treated any longer as so and so many moral ciphers. Nonetheless,
the larger part of these millions may be seen in a certain sense as immature
[unmundig]; but they have general reason as their trustee [Vormund], and one
may rest assured that in matters directly affecting the welfare or woe of the
unending large majority, the expression of this trustee is public opinion
[offentliche Meinung]." Quoted in Hull, Sexuality, State, and Civil Society, 214.
5 Hull, Sexuality, State and Civil Society, 215; a similar argument for
France in Roger Chartier, The Cultural Origins of the French Revolution, trans.
Lydia G. Cochrane (Duke University Press, I 991 ), ch. 2: "The Public Sphere
and Public Opinion." As Chartier and Hull emphasize, "public opinion" did not
mean the "opinions of the masses," but rather the carefully reasoned views of an
elite.
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imposing an elevated notion of moral conduct: morality was
assumed to be a vital precondition for civil society's selfgovernment, hence moral improvement of members was a
significant goal. This self-policing had distinctly political
implications, for politics and morality were inextricably linked in
eighteenth-century German thought. The dictates of morality
were to guide state action (as in Kant). Sound moral character
was seen as the indispensable precondition of individual freedom
and political participation; individual character, in turn, could
only reach full development-including morally-in the context of
a well-ordered social union. Moral self-policing by the
associations' members, together with their egalitarian sociability,
underpinned their claim to represent the future of civil society. 6
Until the French Revolution of 1789, no voluntary
association directly challenged the policies of any German
monarch, and most clubs limited their declarations to general
principles rather than specific policies. The Revolution changed
that, by undermining the legitimacy of all European monarchs.
Napoleon abolished the Holy Roman Empire, unseated dozens of
minor German rulers, and controlled the better part of Germanspeaking Europe after he defeated Prussia in 1806. Just as the
French example inspired some Germans to demand representative
government, Napoleon's conquests posed for the first time the
question of German national unity. Could the "German
nation"-at this point nothing more than a linguistic and cultural
community-long survive without becoming a nation-state like
France or England?
After the trauma of revolution and war, new types of
voluntary associations developed in the German lands, and these
associations supported a broader movement for national unity and
representative constitutional government.
This movement
eventually became known as "liberalism." The first and most
militant associations to strive for liberal goals were the
gymnastics clubs.
Founded in 1811 by Friedrich Ludwig Jahn, th~ gymnastics
movement rapidly blossomed into a network of some 150 local
6

Hull, Sexuality, State, and Civil Society, esp. 218-23.
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groups, with roughly 12,000 members in 1818. Banned by the
German states as a revolutionary threat in 1820, gymnastics
survived through the 1820s in private schools and in a handful of
clubs, gradually reviving as a movement of voluntary
associations in the 1830s, then growing by leaps and bounds
during the mounting political and social crisis of the mid-1840s.
By 1847 there were an estimated 300 clubs in the German states
(not including those in Switzerland), and perhaps as many as 500
during the revolutionary years 1848/49; during the revolutions,
gymnastics clubs often functioned openly as political clubs, and
armed gymnasts' militias (Turne,wehren, Turnercompagnien)
played a prominent role in the democratic insurrections of MayJune 1849, especially in Baden, the Pfalz, and the Kingdom of
Saxony.
Decimated by political repression during the early 1850s, the
movement gradually revived toward the end of the decade, then
mushroomed after 1858 into nearly 2,000 clubs with over
200,000 members in 1864. During this third phase of their
activity the gymnastics clubs usually limited their agitation to the
singing of patriotic songs, and the organizing of festivals, just as
they had done during the first decade of their existence. In any
case, their agitation had no direct impact on the course of events.
Bismarck brought the other German states under Prussian
influence through a series of three wars fought between 1864 and
1871, creating the first German nation-state, which survived in
varied forms until Hitler led it to ruin in World War Two. The
"German Empire" founded in 1871 met most gymnasts' demand
for national unity, while the new Imperial Parliament (Reichstag)
gave at least the appearance of representative government. With
its political raison d'etre removed, the gymnastics movement
withered in the 1870s, then gradually revived as an organization
devoted almost entirely to recreation and sociability, exhibiting
only the faintest echoes of its earlier political engagement.
Returning now to the period before 1871, one must ask: why
gymnastics? It bears repeating that the young men who filled
these clubs spent most of their time exercising on the high bar,
the vaulting horse, the parallel bars, and so forth. But how could
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exercise contribute to national unity and the establishment of
constitutional, representative government?
Exercise in
c?mmunitt-or so they argued-turned immature young men into
virtuous c1t1zens.
Writing in September of 1848, the schoolteacher August
Krau~e, who taught gy~astics in the town of Lobau (Saxony),
explamed how gymnastics clubs prepared their members for
citizenship:
it is not hard to see that for the youth and the
man-besides the natural urge for physical exercise-it is
the Fatherland which will give them the impulse toward
gymnastics. Does not the youth glow with love for his
Fatherland, and is it not his desire to become useful to it?
And when he recognizes in gymnastics a means to
become useful to the Fatherland, when he realizes that
the gymnastic striving for freedom of the mind [Geist]
~rings him civic virtue [Biirgertugend] in general and
f 1tnessfor military service in particular, then he feels the
need to unite at the Turnplatz with those who are
!nspir~d by the same idea. The same wonderful striving,
m which_he sees all his comrades [Genossen] united,
awakens m him a love and friendship toward them. Soon
~e _re_alizesthat in a voluntary association [Verein],
md1v1dual self-effacement [Selbstverleugnung] is
necessary for the good of all, and that the Fatherland also
requires self-effacement from him. 7
!he exercise itself supposedly promoted the strong and
mdependentcharacterthatunderpinned "civic virtue;" in tum the
sociability within the clubs was thought to create a sens; of
co~un_it~, thereby helping to create the unity of the citizenry,
and mspmng the all-important Gemeingeist (civic spirit).

7
Sachsisches Haupsta~tsarchiv Dresden, Ministerium filr Volksbildung No.
13074,_fol. 383~-39 I b: th1i ~as one of 89 reports to the Saxon Ministry of
E~u~auo,n, sent 1~ by ~y~ast1cs clubs ~nd school officials, in response to the
Mm1stry s 1848 inquiry into the practice of gymnastics in the Kingdom of
Saxony.
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Time and again, gymnasts described their clubs as schools of
citizenship, as incubators of good character and civic virtue, in
precisely the same terms used by liberal theorists. Exercise
promoted control of physical appetites, hence, so it was believed,
a general control of selfish impulses and a willingness to make
sacrifices for the common good. Strength developed in exercise
supposedly gave the gymnast confidence and self-respect, hence
the ability to assert his rights as a citizen. 8 In his Staats-Lexikon
article on gymnastics, Heinrich Karl Hofmann argued that
compulsory school instruction in gymnastics could ensure "for all
children of the Fatherland an equal and complete development of
their physical and moral faculties [Gemuthsanlagen]." This
experience of equality, he continued, would make them better
citizens: gymnastics
will thereby give everyone in the nation, without
consideration of Estate or wealth, the opportunity to feel
equal to those beside him, not only before God but also
before humanity, and precisely for this reason to love
them more sincerely and to value himself more highly.
[Gymnastics] thus leads the soul along a close and secure
path to Christian love of humanity and to civic spirit
[Gemeingeist], the breath of life of every society.9
8 Moritz Kloss, later director of the Royal Saxon Institute for the Training
of Gymnastics Teachers, described in 1846 the value of gymnastics in molding
character: "From the regular exercise of the willpower in the performance of
energetic deeds, and from the awareness of a certain physical strength that
develops at the same time, there follows with psychological necessity that moral
courage [which is] the noble basis of manliness." Kloss then went on to ask the
question: "How does gymnastics promote patriotism?" Basing his answer on the
need for "manly character" and "moral courage" in citizenship, especially in
national defense, he declared that gymnastics leads a young man "to that level
of moral development ...where he, free of egotistical striving, is always ready
and eager to promote the happiness, the honor, the freedom of his people and
his country, and, if it must be, to make every sacrifice." Kloss, Padagogische
Turnlehre oder Anweisung, den Turnunterricht als einen wesentlichen Theil des
allgemeinen Erziehungs- ur:d Unterrichtswesens zu behandeln (Zeitz, 1846),

19-21.
9 Hofmann, "Tumen, Turnerei, Tumkunst," in Staats-Lexikon, vol. 15, eds.
Rotteck and Welcker (Altona, 1843), 476-80, quoted passages at 477-8.

As August Krause mentioned in the passage quoted above,
gymnastics could also help prepare young men for military
service; this argument fit neatly into the broader liberal demand
for universal conscription to people's armies that would
themselves serve as schools of citizenship. It bears emphasizing,
however, that the main contribution of gymnastics to military
service was not thought to be physical fitness, but rather moral
development and education to "civie spirit:" willingness to die for
the community was seen as the ultimate expression of
Gemeingeist, as well as the most important attribute of the
soldier; physical fitness was important in itself, but was more or
less taken for granted.
Gymnasts and other German liberals assumed that virtuous
citizens could transcend conflicts between their separate
interests, and willingly embrace an idealized "general interest"
(Gemeinwohl). Voluntary associations could educate citizens to
the ways and means of harmonious consensus, or so they thought.
Every generation of gymnasts before 1871 strove mightily to
impose harmony within and between clubs. As the fourth of his
"gymnastic laws" (1816), the movement's founder, Friedrich
Ludwig Jahn, prohibited his followers from "thinking of hatred
or rancour" toward each other when exercising or when traveling
to and from the place of exercise. 10 In later years, gymnasts
classified all non-members as "friends/enemies of gymnastics"
(Turnfreunde, Turnfeinde): they welcomed every German who
would at least praise them, but ridiculed any who rejected
gymnastics, accusing them of being ignorant, weak, cowardly,
effeminate, slavish toward authority or opposed to progress.
This fundamental intolerance and naive expectation of
political harmony caused few problems so long as press
censorship and other legal restraints on political life muted the
expression of diverging views.
After the March 1848
revolutions, however, a wide spectrum of competing political
•~Jahn published his "gymnastic laws" (Turngesetze) in 181.S;they were
to regulate the conduct of all gymnasts, so as to make them models for others:
Jahn and Ernst Eiselen, Die Deutsche Turnkunst (Berlin, 1816), reprint edition
edited by Wilhelm Beier (East Berlin, 1960), 181.
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parties emerged. The gymnastics movement flourished in this
climate, growing from 300 clubs to perhaps 500. At the same
time, however, antagonism between liberals and democrats broke
the movement apart.
Delegates to a July 1848 "Gymnastics Congress" in Hanau
tried to establish a national umbrella organization of all
gymnastics clubs. The democratic gymnastics clubs insisted that
any such organization proclaim that a democratic republic was
the proper form of government for a united Germany. Losing the
vote 91 to 81, the democratic clubs walked out and formed a rival
umbrella group.
Like their liberal antagonists, the democratic gymnasts had
not given up the basic expectation of harmony; they had instead
insisted on it too strongly, seceding so that they could at least
have consensus within their own ranks. In dozens of towns
across the German lands, the local gymnastics club would split
into two or three clubs: one explicitly democratic, the others
liberal or politically agnostic. This schism mirrored the bitter
antagonism between democratic and liberal parties during the
revolutionary years. In the 1860s, most gymnasts escaped this
conflict by suppressing discussion of divisive issues within their
clubs. Gymnastics remained a political movement, in that clubs
ritually affirmed their "progressive" sentiment and demand for
national unity. Otherwise, however, they left "politics" (defined
as partisanship) to clubs affiliated with the political parties. Selfcensorship finally banished discord among the gymnasts.
However, the problems of German party politics were just
beginning.
Already by 1849,Germany's distinctive five-party system had
taken shape: conservatives, Catholics, liberals, democrats, and
socialists. Although each party grouping varied over time in
strength, together they defined the political spectrum until Hitler
seized power in 1933. The stability of the German party system
reflected its rigidity: each party presented itself as the sole bearer
of the nation's transcendent general interest, and rejected the
other parties as illegitimate. Perhaps because the early liberal
movement had originated the concept of party within the
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Gennanies, all parties took on the liberals' expectation of
harmony and intolerance of dissent. Each party sought to
develop a harmonious community of supporters; the German
parties became anchored in "social-moral milieus," each party
having its characteristic social base, network of associations, and
world view. To choose a party in Germany after 1848 was not
merely to embrace a set of policies: it was to define oneself as a
particular kind of person. 11
During the years of the German Empire (1871-1918),
antagonism between parties took precedence over the question of
parliament's power vis-a-vis the Imperial crown. Liberals joined
Bismarck in trying to crush political Catholicism in the 1870s.
This campaign (the infamous Kulturkampj) only rallied Catholic
voters to the embattled Center party, creating an enduring liberalCatholic antagonism. The liberal right wing then supported
repressive legislation against the socialists. After this law was
allowed to lapse in 1890, the Social Democrats grew to become
Germany's largest party, taking one third of the votes in the last
national election before World War I. The socialists became
almost a separate nation within the nation, with their hermetically
sealed network of unions, associations, newspapers, political
symbols and language. 12 Rejecting Imperial politics and society,
longing for a revolutionary utopia, the Social Democrats were in
tum ostracized from the already fragmented national political
community.
Divided against itself by antagonisms between parties, the
Imperial Parliament lacked the strength and will to wrest power
from the Crown. The parties' internecine conflict reinforced their
inherited reluctance to challenge the state and subordinate it to
11 On the concept of the party "milieu," and the rigidities of the Gennan
party system from 1848 to 1933, see M. Rainer Lepsius, "Parteisystem und
Sozialstruktur: zum Problem der Demokratisierung der deutschen Gesellschaft,"
in Deutsche Parteien vor 1918, ed. Gerhard A. Ritter (Cologne, 1973), 56-80;
and Thomas Nipperdey, "Grundprobleme der deutschen Parteiengeschichte im
19.Jahrhur::lert," in Nipperdey, Gesellschaft, Kultur, Theorie (Gtittingen 1976),
89-112.
12 See, for example, Vernon L. Lidtke, The Alternative Culture. Socialist
labour in lmperial Germany (New York, 1985).
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the will of the people. For these and other reasons, Germany
alone among central and western European states did not make
the transition to genuine parliamentary government before World
War I. Only defeat and revolution (1918-1919) brought
democracy to Germany, and a fragile democracy at that. The
gymnastics movement can hardly be blamed for this greater
national misfortune. However, the gymnastics clubs reflected
and reinforced important liberal assumptions about the nature of
political action. These assumptions became pervasive in German
politics, and did much to delay the advent of a successful German
democracy.

A Country Unlike Any Other: The History
of Yucatan and Regional History in Mexico
Ben Fallaw
The inauguration of Localites/1...ocalities,Eastern Illinois's
web-based local history project, challenges participating scholars
and students alike to think critically about something we too
often take for granted in both our scholarly world and everyday
life: local and regional identity. The boundaries that divide
history into manageable units of analysis are usually determined
by time and tend to fall along national borders (United States,
France), or "civilizational" boundaries (Western Civilization,
Latin America), or-less commonly-continents (Africa, Asia).
Smaller geographical or spatial foci tend to fall into one of two
categories: micro-historical investigations of a single town or
municipality, and sub-national studies which accept purely
political boundaries, for example U.S. and Mexican states.
This essay will make the case for another unit of analysis
below the level of the nation that has some important advantages
over both micro-history and studies of states: the region.
Borrowing from Mexican historian Eric Van Young, the region
is defined geographically as any sub-national and trans-local
space bounded by "the effective reach of some system whose
parts interact more with each that with outside system." 1 These
systems that bind and unify regions tend to be cultural (symbolic
systems) and economic (markets and trade routes). Again,
following Van Young, I will argue that regions are
methodologically and theoretically valuable for three reasons.
First, study of regions enables us to understand more clearly how
larger societies are internally differentiated by isolating
distribution of important factors such as wealth and ethnicity.
Second, the study of regions allows historians to avoid the
pitfalls of local idiosyncracies while not losing sight of important
local-level phenomenon. Finally, the study of regions lends itself
'Eric Van Young, "Are Regions Good to Think?," in Mexico's Regions:
Comparative History and Development, Eric Van Young (San Diego: Center for
U.S.-Mexican Studies, University of California San Diego, 1992), 3.
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to at least three scholarly ends: studying regions for their own
sake; comparing two or more regions to understand change over
time in larger spaces like nations; and studying a single region in
search of structures and processes of change that can be
generalized. 2
Before heading out to Yucatan, I would like to take a detour
to discuss the importance of regions for Mexican history. To be
sure, the study of regions in Mexico is not an innovation. The
title of Leslie Byrd Simpson's Many Mexicos (1957) suggests that
regional distinctions are strong and historically meaningful in
that country. Pre-Columbian Mesoamerica (stretching from the
southern edge of the desert to the middle of Central America)
shared some common cultural features and probably had
something approaching unifying trade routes, but its ethnic
divisions (Nahuatl-speaking Aztecs, highland and lowland Maya,
Zapotecs and Mixtecs, Purepecha, Yaqui, etc.) persist to some
extent in the central and southern parts of present-day Mexico.
The Colonial Viceroyalty of New Spain embraced almost all
of old Mesoamerica, as well as what is today northern Mexico
and most of the western United States. The lingua franca of
Spanish, Catholicism and the monarchical mystique of the
Hapsburgs-not to mention cultural and biological mestizaje, or
fusion-imposed a much greater degree of unity on
Mesoamerica/Mexico than the ambitious Aztecs had managed.
Yet old regional distinctions flourished and new ones developed.
The colonial patria chicas or little homelands founded by the
Spaniards but populated by every ethnic group of colonial society
(Spaniards; enslaved and freed blacks; mestizos and mulattos; as
well as the original inhabitants) reflected the Spanish tradition of
municipal self-rule as well as the divisions among the so-called
"Indian" peoples. The most pronounced example of Spanish
colonial provincialism is Yucatan, where the relatively light
presence of Spaniards allowed Maya language and folkways to
survive. The states of Yucatan and Campeche (lowland Maya),
Oaxaca (Zapotec, Mixte~. Mixe), Chiapas (highland Maya),
Michoacan (Purepecha), to mention a few, can boast of strong
21bid.,5-6.

indigenous traditions. And in the areas of Mexico where
indigenous influence was weak, as in the silver-rich north,
Spanish colonists (and accompanying ethnic groups) developed
an identity distinct from that of central and southern Mexico. To
the present day, the "whiter," less Catholic, and more prosperous
northern Mexico reflects the heritage of the entrepreneurial
Iberian miner of Basque descent, because so many of the Spanish
settlers of the north in the early years of colonial Mexico hailed
from northwestern Spain. But it is in the famously Catholic
central-western region around Mexico's second city of
Guadalajara that the most typical characteristics of Mexico
flourished: tequila and the culture of the charro, or cowboy.
Since Independence from Spain in 1821, modem Mexico has
struggled to forge a fatherland out of its distinctive regional
cultures. The process of Mexicanization made little headway in
the first fifty years due to chronic political instability, ethnic
tensions (caste wars in Yucatan, the north, and the mid-eastern
regions) and repeated foreign invasion (the United States'
invasion in 1847, the French Intervention of 1863-1867). The
southern tier of provinces of the old viceroyalty, Nicaragua,
Honduras, El Salvador and Guatemala, escaped, and Chiapas and
Yucatan almost went their own way as well. More painfully,
almost one half of Mexico's national territory was gobbled up by
the northern colossus. The trauma of the post-Independence
period might well have reversed Mexicanization and
strengthened provincialism.
From the 1870s until the present day, however, Mexico has
become more homogenous and unified, while region distinctions
have in most areas lessened. Historically, the process began with
the dictatorship of Porfirio Diaz, president for all but four years
between 1877 and 1911. The development of infrastructure, the
beginning of industrialization and increased internal migration
and urbanization all suggested Mexico was more than just an
emerging market; Diaz was laying the foundation of a modem
nation. Yet as :nany scholars have suggested, the Porfiriato was
in many ways a Potempkin village. If the rich and the middle
class got richer, the poor gained little and often lost what they
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had as village lands were broken up and sold off. Railroads
connected mines to ports and North American industry, but did
little to build up a unified domestic market. Political stability
came not through an inclusive, representative democracy and
legitimate institutions but through a combination of one-man
rule, machine politics and brute force. Regionalism and cultural
difference did not vanish into the melting pot of Mexicanism,
rather what was distinctively Mexican was whitewashed over.
A combination of economic setbacks and the aging Dfaz's
loosening grip on power led to his overthrow in 1911 by
supporters of moderate reformer Francisco Madero. ~ad~ro
proved incapable of either satisfying his supporters or wmnmg
over the old Porfirian oligarchy and the army, and his overthrow
by elements in the army in 1913 provoked another round of civ!I
wars and peasant insurrections that were not fully ended untll
1920. The Mexican Revolution, like the wars of Independence
before it, increased regional autonomy in the short-run, but also
brought forth a new political order which would soon set out to
reforge the nation. In post-Revolutionary Mexico, several
regions would become social laboratories whose experiences
would shape the course of the entire nation. Tomas Garrido
Canabal tried to eradicate alcohol and Catholicism from his home
state of Tabasco; Morelos, after the assassination of its great
agrarian hero Emiliano Zapata in 1919, became the _site of
agrarian reform that restored land stolen from peasant villagers
during the Porfiriato. The post-Revolutionary state in Mexico
appropriated regional cultures to try to forge an all-embracing
national identity: world-famous muralist Diego Rivera drew from
the rich tradition of indigenous art; restaurants abandoned French
cuisine in favor of the marvelous provincial specialties of
Mexico; the Ballet Folklorico de Mexico blended western ballet
with traditional indigenous dances. 3
Mexican history, then, from before the Conquest to the
present day, has been refracted through the prism of the region.
3On the history of Mexican cuisine, see Jeffrey Pilcher, jQue vivan Los
tamales! Cuisine and the Making of Mexican Identity (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1998).

Following Van Young's second rationale for regionalism, the
study of regions in Mexico helps us better understand the process
of historical change in Mexico. Revolts begin as provincial
insurrections, development is shaped by regional economic
booms, the central government struggles with strong federalist
tendencies. The idea of one Mexico is constantly in tension with
the many Mexicos.
If I have made the case that regional history is necessary to
understand Mexico's history, then the question of which regions
to study must still be answered? The area around Mexico City,
which like the Ile-de-France and Paris has come to dominate the
nation? Guadalajara and the Bajfo region which is in many ways
the most typically Mexican, in the way that the Midwest is
thought of as the most typically American? The north, the
economic locomotive that has pulled the rest of Mexico along
since the turn of the century? The largest state that for most of
Mexican history was the most populous, Veracruz? Oaxaca and
Chiapas, with their large and varied indigenous populations?
Certainly, there is no single best region to study, but I would
answer that Yucatan is one of the most important to consider, for
several important reasons.
First, studying Yucatan avoids the problem of definitions
complicating the study of other areas. Too many Mexican
regions are just too slippery-where does the Bajfo end and the
north begin? Is the north one region, or many? Is the huge state
of Veracruz one region, or parts of many? What if one unified
economic system divides two or more cultural systems? Does the
political unity imposed by the territorial boundaries of a state
eventually break down the economic and cultural systems it
bisects? Because the Yucatecan peninsula was isolated by
impassible mountains and marshes from the rest of Mexico for
most of its history (the railroad connecting Yucatan to Mexico
was completed in 1951, and the first highway link was opened in
1960), there is no question as to its boundaries, making it much
easier for the historian to separate regional from national
processes. Admittedly, the creation of the states of Campeche in
the mid-19th century and the national territory and then state of
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Quintana Roo in the early part of this century has divided a
region into three states. But the three states share a common
history, similar ethnic structure, and most importantly isolation
from the rest of Mexico and close contacts with each other.
Second, studying Yucatan addresses several key processes
that have shaped Mexico. The process of cultural and biological
mestizaje or mixing that is considered a defining characteristic of
modem Mexico (and indeed, much of Latin America) took a
peculiar course in Yucatan. Yucatan with its relatively small
Spanish population and large pre-Conquest Maya population, is
commonly thought to be one of the most "Indian" parts of all of
Mexico. Yet historians have yet to explain why the Maya
language has persisted although the strong village level identities
have largely vanished (if they existed at all) and many people of
purely indigenous descent identify themselves as mestizos. Why
did the indigneous populations not adopt Spanish last names as
happened in most of the rest of Mexico?
Capitalism, with its impact on social and cultural systems, is
another reason to study Yucatan. The region was historically one
of the poorest until the 1880's, when the invention of the
mechanical harvester created a global market for henequen twine,
produced from a spiky-leaved plant native to the rocky northern
half of the peninsula. From the Porfiriato until the Korean War,
Yucatan passed through a series of economic booms-and-busts
driven by global demand for henequen. The henequen economy
subjected tens of thousands of Maya peasants to the discipline of
plantation life, created a sizeable working-class and middle-class,
and made the traditional landowning oligarchy (along with a few
arriviste families) fabulously wealthy. For scholars seeking to
understand how capitalism impacted Mexico, and indeed, Latin
America and the rest of what was once the Third World, Yucatan
offers one of the best examples of how rapid integration into the
world economy transfonn a region.
Yucatan often took center stage during the Mexican
Revolution ( 1910-17) and postrevolutionary reconstruction
( 1918-1940). Under Governors Salvador Alvarado ( 1915-17) and
Felipe Carrillo Puerto ( 1922-23), and once again during Lazaro

Cardenas's presidential administration ( 1935-1940),
the
southeastern state served as a "revolutionary laboratory," where
revolutionary politicians deployed land refonn, social refonnand
popular mobilizations to transform a provincial society marked
by gaping inequalities in wealth and the persistence of colonial
ethnic divisions. Scholars are still wrestling with the question of
whether the Revolution destroyed the old pre-Revolutionary
oligarchy, weakened the Church, encouraged industrialization,
and replaced local and regional identities with nationalism in
Yucatan.
Third, the study of the history of Yucatan offers us a unique
window into the relationship between what Van Young calls
regionality-the object nature of being a reason-and regionalism,
the subjective identification of people with the a geographical
space. 4 Not surprising, Yucatan's distinctiveness has been the
subject of many Yucatecan writers. In 1935, Jose Castillo Torre
published one of the two most definitive books written about
Yucatan El pa{s que no parece a otros (The country unlike any
other). 5 Along with works by such writers such as Luis Rosado
Vega, Ricardo Mimenza Castillo and above all Antonio Mediz
Bolio, whose classic La Tierra del Faisan y del Venado (The
Land of the Pheasant and the Deer) became an national bestseller translated into several languages, Castillo Torre used
literature, archaelogy and history to argue that Yucatan is a
region fundamentally different from the rest of Mexico. If we
read these works at face value, we can assume that Yucatecan
regionalism is the result of regionality. Or, too put it another
way, Yucatecanism is the result of the cultural, economic and
historical difference we could call Yucatecanality.
We have seen how the study of Yucatecan history illuminates
both this distinctive region's own past as well as the historical
processes that have shaped the entire country of Mexico.
Moreover, processes like the penetration of capitalism and
mestizaje have forged many nations with a colonial heritage
Van Young, 2.
Castillo Torre's classic was most recently reissued in Merida by
Fondo Editorial de Yucatan/Basso in 1979.
4
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across the world. In the future, Localites/Localities promises to
become a place for scholars to virtually cross boundaries in order
to exchange ideas and share research, not only with each other
but with students and interested laymen in both countries.

Localites and Early Modern Britain
Newton E. Key
Local ism is a theory of mentalite .... It defines the mental
horizons that supposedly bounded the social and political
world of most inhabitants of Tudor and early Stuart
England. According to ...the leading spokesman for the
school, each town and county was a 'self-conscious and
coherent community with a distinct life of its own .. .in
which politics played merely an intermittent part.' 1
In early modem England local identity often was more
important than national identity, and "country" as often meant
one's native shire as one's nation state. In I 710, a young German
gentleman visited London and kept a diary in which he noted
unique British customs. He wrote at length about a cockfight he
witnessed. He learned that "cocks from the same neighbourhood
or county do not willingly attack each other." 2 English cocks had
a county identity or mentalite. While the sociobiological truth of
this animal behavior might be doubted, the English believed it to
be true. Cockfights took place mainly between the prize cocks of
country squires from neighboring shires. A 1685 advertisement
gave advance notice of "a great Match of Cocking, between
Leicestershire and Oxfordshire Gentlemen ..., in Leicester." 3 In
1710, Surrey and Hampshire gentlemen fought a cock match after
May horse races, while, after a Peterborough horse race in July,
'David Harris Sacks, "The Corporate Town and the English State: Bristol's
'Little Businesses' 1625-1641," in Jonathan Barry, ed., The Tudor and Stuart
Town (London, 1990), 299.
2The cock match was not exclusively a gentry affair, and, instead, mixed
and confused the strict social hierarchy. At cock matches, the young Gennan
noted, "the people, gentle and simple ... , sit with no distinction of place" and that
"an hostler ...often wins several guineas from a Lord." London in 17 JO: From
the Travels of Z,acharias Conrad Von Uffenbach, ed. W.H. Quarrell and
Margaret Mare (London, 1934?), 48-9. The famous Parson Woodforde
disapproved of cockfights because they brought one into contact with "lowlife
sort of peor,Ie." Quoted in Amanoa Vickery, The Gentleman's Dau3hter:
Women's lives in Georgian England (New Haven, 1998), 219.
3london Gazette, no. 2094, I 0-14 Dec. 1685. For a Stamford cock match
between Stamford and Peterborough, see Ibid., no. 4657, 23-25 Feb. 1709/10.
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there were to be several days of cock-fighting pitting "the
Gentlemen of the Counties of Northampton and Lincolnshire
against the Gentlemen of the County of Huntington, and Isle of
Ely and Cambridge." 4 Cocking and horse racing were part of a
gentry "theatre of honour" and of provincial reciprocity and
exchange networks. 5 And cocking, at least, reinforced county not
national identity.
In 1662, a Dutch visitor to England saw "the procession of
the Oxfordshire countrymen in Comhill," in London. After a
service at St. Michaels' church, "they all marched two by two"
to Grocer's Hall "to have their celebrations together." He added,
"[t]his is in London usual with most...," before leaving a blank
section in the diary .6 The Dutch visitor had witnessed part of a
county or natives feast, of the type which became "usual" during
the late 1650s, died out in the early 1660s, only to reappear in the
late 1670s, proliferate in the 1680s and 1690s and, from available
evidence, decline again in the early eighteenth century. 7 A
character in a play, The Huntington Divertisement, performed (or
at least intended to be performed) at a county feast in London in
1676, describes the feasts this way:
they have set up a Monthly Club, which is kept the first
Wednesday-night in every Month; when in a glasse of
Sack or Claret they remember You here in the Country,
and especially their great Patrons; And once a Year they
4London Gazette, no. 4687, 4-6 May 1710 (for Whitsun Week);no. 4708,
22-24 June 17 IO(for 11- I 3 July).
5Felicity Heal and Clive Holmes, The Gentry in England and Wales, 15001700 (Stanford, 1994), 309-10.
6 The Journals of William Schellinks' Travels in England, 1661 -1663, trans.
and ed. Maurice Exwood and H.L. Lehmann (Camden 5th sers., vol. I, 1993),
172. Fuller details on the feast are provided in Andrew Clark, ed., The Life and
Times of Anthony Wood, antiquary, of Oxford, 1632-1695, described by Himself
(Oxford Historical Society, XIX, 1891), 1:462-3, though Wood records the feast
occurring on 20 Nov., while Schellinks notes it as 29 Nov.
7These feasts have been studied at length in Newton E. Key, "The Localism
of the County Feast in Late-Stuart Politic,d Culture," Huntington Library
Quarterly 58, 2 ( 1996): 211-37; and idem, "The Political Culture and Political
Rhetoric of County Feasts and Feast Sermons, 1654-1714," Journal of British
Studies 33, 3 (1994 ): 223-56.

have setled a Feast for the honour of our Country, where
all the Lords, Knights, and Gentlemen are nobly
entertained at a good dinner, and the Charitable
Benevolence bestowed to put out poor Children of our
own Country to be Apprentices. 8
And the natives feasts could be just as totemic as cocks fighting
for their county. The Kentish feast deployed a Kentish
strongman in their parade. "The Strong man who has made so
much noise in Town, and who performed several things before
the King with extraordinary strength, showed many feats on
Saturday at Dorset Garden, but there is another Sampson come
out of Darbyshire, who pretends to outdo the Kentish." 9
While the county community was not bounded as rigidly by
gentry status or by geography, it was overwhelmingly selfconscious. Although earlier historians' narrative certainty of the
polar division between parties during the late-Stuart and
Hanoverian periods has dissolved under the scrutiny of
revisionist historians, country ideology and county identity
remain valid constructs. As one eighteenth-century feast
preacher noted, "[n]or do I find, that even the Party Heat and
Feuds, which have greatly tended to divide the Nation in general,
have been able to disconcert ...or to destroy that native
Affection." 10 "Country" was, of course, an ideology, a polemic.
And, the localist myth, that the rural individual "moves in his
proper sphere" and does not meddle with affairs of State (as
opposed to the troubling town-dweller or Londoner-of
indeterminate social status and who read the latest partisan
newspaper at a coffeehouse), was itself a political polemic. 11 In
8 W. M., Huntington Divertisement, or, an Enterlude For the Generali
Entertainment at the County-Feast, Held at Merchant-Taylors Hall, June 29.
1678 (London, 1678), 19.
9 Post Man, no. 681, 25-28 Nov. 1699.
1°Thomas Bullock, A Sermon Preach'd before the Herefordshire Society
at St. Michaels' Comhill, London, on Wednesday, February 2. 1725 (London,
1726), 22-3.
11Quote from James Wright, The Humours and Conversations of the Town
(1693 ), ed. Brice Harris (Gainesville, Flor., 1961), 103. "Gentlemantradesman" from Daniel Defoe, Moll Flanders ( 1721).
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the early seventeenth century, a country ideology developed that
was anti-Court in polemic, though, in practice, it was used to
cloak all manner of programs and interests. In the 1690s,
"country" politicians opposed those in power :ith ~ r~et_oric
which drew upon a number of themes:
provmciah~m,
patriotism, the defence of liberty, and resistanc~ to the expan~10n
of state power." 12 If country polemic was only m part a locahsm,
qua provincialism, it was that, nevertheless .. 1:he ~tu~~ of local
identities may be termed, localites. Localttes s1gm~1esthose
mentalites or world-views that privilege the local or regional over
the national or international.
Modem historical study of early modem localites began with
the realization that, at least before 1700, most of the English lived
out their lives within the confines of their county. Although, for
those of yeoman status and below, the appropriate arena might
better be the parish, throughout the social scale rural life was
largely bounded by the shire: "Parliament me_tinfrequently; t~e
Court was socially exclusive; the focal pomt of gentry hfe
remained the county community." 13 But, ultimately, county
identity is as much a feature of urban self-perception or selffashioning as it was a geographical or count1?' fact_. O~ford and
Cambridge colleges as well as London v1ctuahng •~ns and
alehouses had clear county associations from the sixteenth
through the eighteenth centuries. 14 Comish men could easily be
12oavid Hayton, "Moral Reform and Country Politics in the Late
Seventeenth-Century House of Commons," Past & Present 128 ( 1990): 48.
the big bourgeoisie _of
13Nicholas Rogers, "Money, land and lineage:
Hanoverian London," Social History 4, 3 ( 1979): 437-54. See also Alan Eventt,
"The County Community," in The English Revolution, 1600-/660, ed. E.W.
Ives (New York, 1968), 48-63, esp. 49.
' 4 Felicity Heal and Clive Holmes, The Gentry in England an~ "_'ales,15~01700 (Stanford, 1994), 269; Charles Phythian-Adams, Re-tl'.m~mg E~glt!h
Local History (Leicester, 1987), 47; J.A. Chartres, ''The Capitals Provincial
Eyes: London's Inns in the Early Eighteenth Century," London Journal 3, I
( 1977): 24-39, esp. 24, 29-30, 38; J.H. Plumb, The Growt~.of :olitic~l Stabi(ity
in England, 1675-1725 (Londor., I 967), 33; Peter Clark, ~'.~rant_sm t~e city:
the process of social adaptation in English towns 1500-1800, m Migration and
Society in Early Modern England, ed. Peter Clark and David Souden (London,
1987), 273-4.

found at Exeter College; Devonshire men congregated for news
from their shire in inns on the Strand. Indeed, the link between
county, college, and metropolis was the very life-cycle of the
young gentleman. One preacher praised the Herefordshire
natives' "[p ]laces of our Birth and Education ..., viz. Hereford and
Oxford." 15 Thus, when in July 1680, an advertisement in a
London newspaper asked interested gentlemen to meet at the
Fountain-Tavern, Newgate, every Wednesday to help plan a new
Leicestershire feast, it sought, of course, London residents who
had a Leicestershire identity, not rural gentlemen imbedded only
in provincial networks. 16
The county community, as a localite, is a central component
to the world view of the early modem English. It grew,
paradoxically, in the metropolis, in London. London as the
cultural, governmental, and economic center of the British Isles,
of northern Europe, and of the Anglophone Atlantic basin is the
"chief feature of the period 1500-1750." 17 As centralized
political power grew, the sense of the importance of the county
grew as well. As one local historian notes:
the eighteenth century especially stands out as the
temporal apotheosis of the county-the period par
excellence of the county town, of county regiments, of
nascent county cricket involving different levels of
society, and of county clubs or societies in the
metropolis. 18
Of course, earlier periods have also been seen as periods of
county awareness: the sixteenth century, the 1650s when the
local gentry "held aloof from the central authority," and 166015Thomas Watts, Social Friendship and Charity demonstrated as the most
proper Remedies of Humane Evils. In a Sermon Before the Honourable Society
of the Natives of the County of Hereford. At Their first Solemn Assembly upon
their Annual Feast, December 4, 1723. in the Church of St. Michael in Cornhill,
London ([Hereford], 1724), 21.
16London Gazelle, no. 1525.
17Jonathan Barry, "Provincid Town Culture, 1640-80: Urbane or Civic?,"
in Interpretation and Cultural History, ed. Joan H. Pittock and Andrew Wear
(New York, 1991), 202.
18Phythian-Adams, Re-thinking English Local History, 47.
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1720 which has been characterized as "the triumph of the county
community ." 19 Critics have objected to the county community
thesis for two reasons. First, there are overpowering cultural and
administrative forces emanating out of a common education
experience (Oxford, Cambridge, and t~e Inns ~f Court. in
London) and politics and the law centered m Westmmster which
shaped the gentry as a "national class": "Local sentime~t was
strong, but, lacking any formal institutional _focus, ~t was
subordinated to the national ideology of a centralized pohty and
a common law." 20 Second, "other forums-villages, hundreds,
towns, religious associations- ...acted as a focus for loyalties.'.'21
But the first criticism simply reaffirms that the county commumty
was an idea, a localite, not a geographic entity. And, as for other
forums, localites studies how loyalties from the parish to the pays
interacted and shaped national and supra-national developments.
Urban historians have noted how provincial towns drew upon
"the London model" from 1700.22 During the Hanoverian period,
London increasingly become "a cultural innovator and exemplar"
and enhanced "local awareness of the outside world." 23 Part of
London's cultural innovation, however, was a commitment to the
county localite.
.
.
The county feast, while it continued mto the twentieth
century, did not recover its importance and centrality, neithe~ to
local identity nor to the social calendar of London. Insh
Protestants in London began meeting from 1689. The Society of
Ancient Britons (Welsh) began in London under the
Hanoverians; the Gwyneddigion Society of London (men of
19Heal and Holmes, The Gentry in England and Wales, 226; and Peter
Clark, quoted in Clive Holmes, Seventeenth-century Lincolnshire (Lincoln,
1980), 254.
20 Holmes, Seventeenth-century Lincolnshire, 262-3.
21 Holmes summarized in Anthony Fletcher, Reform in the Provinces: The
Government of Stuart England (New Haven, 1986), 265-6.
22 Peter Clark, "Antiquarians and the English City before 1800," in The
Pursuit of Urban History, ed. Derek Fraser and Anthony Sutcliffe (London,
1983), 105-24.
23 Peter Borsay, 'The London Connection:
Cultural Diffusion and the
Eighteenth-Century Provincial Town," London Journal 19, I ( 1994): 25.

north Wales) began in 1751.24 As a new identity, the Briton,
developed in the eighteenth century, Celtic links were likewise
forged. 25 A nineteenth-century list of the charities of London,
lists only six county-based societies. Two of these societies were
county schools, not apprentice, charity feasts, and only one, the
Herefordshire society (established 1710), had been formed before
the nineteenth century. 26 Several natives feasts meeting in
London struggled into the twentieth century. But the heyday of
the natives feast and of county identity in the metropolis had
passed. 27 Whether the county was replaced by English, Welsh,
Scottish, and Irish identities in the formation of a new British
nationalism is a subject for future study.
Social and cultural historians have found the study of
mentalites quite useful, and have drawn upon the anthropologist
Clifford Geertz's call for "thick description" study to reveal
"local knowledge." 28 The problem of such "local frames of
awareness," which have found their equivalent in the
microhistories of Robert Darn ton and Carlo Ginzburg, is that they
open the researcher to charges of triviality when viewed from the
24 lrish Protestants in London advertising their feast and sermon in
anniversary of deliverance from the massacre in 1641, in Daily Courant, no.
3137, I Nov. 1711; no. 4052, 29 Oct. 1714; no. 4066, 4 Nov. 1714;
advertisements regarding the Welsh Society of Ancient Britons, in London
Gazette, no. 5408, 14-18 Feb. 1715/16; no. 5513, 16-19 Feb. 1716/17; Philip
Philipp(s), Loyalty and Love. Recommended in a sennon preached [to the
Society of Ancient Britons] 1 March 1715 ( 1716); William Davies Leath art, The
Origin and Progress of the Gwyneddigion Society of London (London, 1831).
25See Linda Colley, Britons: Forging the Nation, 1707-1837 (New Haven,
1992).
26 Sampson Low, Jr., The Charities of London in 1861 (London, 1862), 110,
238-9. See also, John Lane, ed., Herbert Fry's Royal Guide to the London
Charities (London, 1914), 126, 258, 290, 292; Gloucester R.0., D763,
correspondence and papers of Gloucestershire Society in London, 1835-47.
27 See Hereford R.O. M90/l 57, "Extract from Rules and Regulations of the
Herefordshire Society" (n.d., post-I 903); Wiltshiremen in London. Book of
Rules and list of Members of Wiltshiremen in London, 1907 (n.p., n.d.);
Shropshire Records Centre, Shrewsbury, 3594/1, 'The One Hundred and
Eighty-Sixth Anniversary of A Shropshire Society in London" (1936).
28 Aletta Biersack, "Local Knowledge, Local History: Geertz and Beyond,"
in The New Cultural History, ed. Lynn Hunt (Berkeley, I 989), 72-96, esp. 74.
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lofty prospect of world-system theory or other overarching
holistic theory. 29 Likewise, the local historian has often been
charged with mere antiquarianism. And rightly so. The town on
the nineteenth-century Illinois frontier (see the materials on
Charleston in Coles County, below) created itself outside the
patterns of world trade and national expansion no more than did
the English workers of the mid-eighteenth century create
themselves as a class outside English market and capital
relations. But frontier settlers or the working class were present
at their own creation and there is no useful history which ignores
the actors. Likewise, provincial culture helped shape national
culture. This point recently has been taken up by one historian
who argues, "there was a profound cultural-political divide in
British society in the eighteenth century, and in particular within
its elites, between an emerging wide-ranging 'national society'
• po Iymorp hous communa I-provmcia
• • Icu Iture. "30
and an alternative
This struggle, between nativism and cosmopolitanism, is
certainly important throughout the early modern period. And it
has a history which is not the simplistic tale of an ever-widening
cosmopolitanism and an ever-shrinking native culture. To help
understand this struggle and its part in shaping a multi-cultural
Britishness, the study of localites is in part dedicated.

Biersack, "Local Knc-wledge, Local History," 79, 82.
Wahrman, "National society, communal culture: an argument about
the recent historiography of eighteenth-century Britain," Social History 17
(1992): 43.
29
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Crime and Punishment in the
Neighborhood
Christopher Waldrep
It is the business of history to decipher central truths from
great masses of data. Often the history we value most tells us the
broadest truth for the widest area, usually the nation. This has
always been the essence of historical inquiry, applied to politics
and government and, more recently, to society. Scholars have
studied crime and violence in the same fashion. Roger Lane has
examined the effect of urbanization on violent crime. 1 Karen
Halttunen has written about how Americans conceptualize
murder over time. 2 Lawrence Friedman has studied the impact of
economic forces on criminal justice. 3 All of these scholars, and
many more, use local records to reach national conclusions.
Friedman is the best example, first writing a book about one
California county and then relying on the same dataset to reach
some of the conclusions published in his book about crime in all
of America. 4 In fact, there are fundamentally broad truths about
social relationships and justice that can be discovered with local
data. It is certainly possible to achieve important insights into the
human condition using neighborhood sources.
Some
relationships do not vary that much across time or geography.
Yet, there are two reasons to go beyond generalizing from
community data to national conclusions. First, society needs to
better understand the decentralized diverse nature of the
American nation. America is a collection of many diverse
neighborhoods and the dialectic between crime and punishment
does vary from place to place. Different locations work out
'Roger Lane, Policing the City: Boston. I 822-1885 (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1967).
2Karen Halttunen, Murder Most Foul: The Killer and the American Gothic
Imagination (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1998).
3Lawrence Friedman and Robert V. Percival, The Roots of Justice: Crime
and Punishment in Alam~da County, California, 1870-1910 (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 1981).
4Lawrence M. Friedman, Crime and Punishment in American History
(New York: Basic, 1993).
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different formulas to handle crime problems. It may literally be
a matter of life and death to know what has worked in some
places and has not worked in others. Second, the data itself is the
product of local conditions. While historians h~ve generally
sought larger conclusions based on local dat~ sets, 1t~ay ~e best
to recognize the diverse nature of American society m ~he
interests of other kinds of truth. Some truths well worth knowmg
are purely local in nature. Understanding crime and justice in
neighborhoods and villages is necessary for a complete
understanding of American society.

America has a pressing and immediate need to disaggregate
its criminal data that goes beyond historical curiosity. As I write
these words, the nation is once more engaged in one of its
periodic tragedy-inspired self-examinations. This has happened
before. In 1834 Samuel F.B. Morse tried to decide whether
something "intrinsic in our society" or "extrinsic causes"
generated excessive rioting. Morse decided it was something
extrinsic, "foreign turbulence, imported by the shipload." 5 Now
it is shootings in Littleton, Colorado, and Conyers, Georgia, high
schools that raise critical questions about violence in America.
It is vitally important to know if some feature present throughout
American culture, something intrinsic, reared its ugly head
randomly in Colorado and Georgia, and before that in Kentu_cky,
Arkansas, and Mississippi. If, on the other hand, some peculiarly
local condition in these particular places made them especially
vulnerable to violence, then it is urgent to discover that variable.
For the historian taking a national approach, there are pitfalls
in crime and criminal justice data. Criminal data are necessarily
local, which means the sources are local as well. Crime is
socially constructed which means that what constitutes a "crime"
in one time period and one place might not be seen the same way
somewhere else or in another era. Even students of murder, an
5David Grimsted, American Mobbing, 1828-1862: Toward Civil War
(New York, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), 9.

act almost universally recognized as criminal, must accept the
reality that not every homicide creates a documentary record for
study. Coroners' inquests and arrest records are the sources
closest to the actual crime. Inquest records do not always
identify the culprit but are the best records for calculating murder
rates. Arrest records are a most imperfect record (persons
arrested for crimes must not be assumed guilty) and one not often
available.
Cities are most likely to preserve their
nineteenth-century arrest reports. The first judicial officer
defendants saw was often a justice of the peace and every JP kept
a record of his cases in a ledger. But magistrates seem to have
often regarded these books as their personal property and their
records very often do not survive. Most jurisdictions do preserve
grand jury records, so circuit court indictments are the record of
crime most certainly available.
Some cases are appealed to higher courts. Appeals court
records preserve the entire record of the case, including
testimony. Such records are often more accessible than circuit
court records, usually left to rot in court house attics or
basements. States generally preserve their appeals court papers
in their state archives. But the study of appellate courts is
essentially intellectual history. Judges and justices want to
discover and enforce common law rules, not explore what
prompted the criminal to act. These jurists smooth over local
differences to enforce general rules that can be used by every
jurisdiction at any time. And far too few cases reach appellate
courts to allow construction of any kind of trend line. No one
would argue that a theft rate is up or down based on appeals court
decisions.
Despite appellate rule-making, every locality has structured
crime in its own way at least to some extent. A look at three
antebellum American counties reveals distinctly different
approaches. In Bolivar County, Mississippi, most of the grand
jury indictments between 1837 and 1850 charged defendants with
crimes of violence, mostly assault and murder. 6 In Caldwell
6Calculated from Bolivar County Circuit Court records, Bolivar County
Circuit Clerk's Office, Rosedale, Mississippi. See figure I, below.
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County, Kentucky, grand jurors indicted persons for crimes
against the moral order more than anything else. Morals crimes
included gambling, fornication, adultery, alcohol use, and
profane swearing. 7 In Shelby County, Illinois, grand jurors
indicted for crimes against the civil order more than for any other
crime. Civil order crimes included perjury, disorderly conduct,
and riot. 8
One could conclude from this data that a particularly
murderous lot chose to live in the South, or at least in Bolivar
County, Mississippi, and some historians have reached exactly
that conclusion. 9 Since only seven percent of the Mississippi
county's indictments charged theft or arson while almost a quarter
of Shelby County indictments charged those crimes, perhaps we
should conclude that thieves migrated to Illinois. By the same
logic, western Kentucky attracted the immoral.
It seems more likely that local officials, lawyers, and jurors
in particular localities each developed priorities that colored the
actions of their grand juries. Bolivar County is in the middle of
the Mississippi Delta and, in the antebellum era, had a small
white population amid a large slave population. This small band
of whites lived in a frontier environment. They saw the courts as
a place where disputes between whites could be resolved in the
midst of a hostile slave population. Dickson Bruce has argued
that southerners in places like Bolivar County believed in a kind
of original sin: people were prone to passion, and it was fighting
to control their passion that landed them in trouble. Many
doubted even their own ability to control their passions, and few
7Calculated from Caldwell County Circuit Court records, Caldwell County
Circuit Clerk's Office, Princeton, Kentucky. See figure 2, below.
8Calculated from Shelby County Circuit Court records, Illinois Regional
Archives Depository, Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, Illinois. see
figure 3, below.
9 See, for example, David Hackett Fischer, Albion's Seed: Four British
Folkwavs in America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989); Bertram
Wyatt-Brown, fouthern Honor: Ethics and Behavior in the Old South (Nt.w
York: Oxford University Press, 1982); Edward L. Ayers, Vengeance and
Justice in the 19th Century American South (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1984).

had any confidence in their neighbors at all along those lines. 10
Bruce may or may not be right, and his generalization about the
entire South may or may not apply to Bolivar County, but his
explanation of extreme individualism is not contradicted by the
grand jury evidence.
In Caldwell County, Kentucky, three quarters of indictments
charged defendants with violating the moral or civil order.
Antebellum Caldwell County saw repeated religious revivals.
Peter Cartwright and other religious leaders continually fought to
rekindle the Great Revival of 1800 which had been centered in
western Kentucky. Inspired by these revivals, grand jurors
rooted out profane swearers, people who said "by God." Their
presentments ("indictments" written by the jurors themselves
were called presentments) often charged lawyers, judges, and
other officials with profanity.
Grand jurors did their own
policing, prowling around the court house, listening for
actionable language on the street, in taverns, and at the
blacksmith shop. Without fail, each revival was followed by an
upsurge of grand jury attacks on profane swearing. 11
In Shelby County, Illinois, grand jurors wanted to use the
power of government to maintain or establish order. One Shelby
County pioneer remembered being taught by his parents almost
the exact reverse of the original sin thesis Dickson Bruce found
prevalent in the South. "My parents," F.M. Perryman wrote in
1907, "tried to teach us that the people are not bad, but good; and
until this day, we do not like to hear men talk that the people are
so bad, for it is not true." Perryman insisted that "the poor
criminal" merely suffers from a bad environment. So-called
"good people" should be blamed as much as the criminal. Too
often individuals tum to crime when intervention by thoughtful
neighbors could have led them down a different path. "The
people who are good," Perryman sermonized, "do not know what
Bruce, Violence and Culture in the Antebellum South (Austin:
University of Te:-.asPress, 1979).
11Christopher Waldrep, "The Making for a Border State Society: James
McGready, the Great Revival, and the Prosecution of Profanity in Kentucky,"
American Historical Review 99 (June 1994): 767-84.
10Dickson
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they would have done under certain other environments and
influences." 12 If many Illinoisans felt as Perryman did, no
wonder they worked so hard to create the right political
environment for society. "Every man was a politician," one early
Illinois historian wrote, "intensely interested in all questions
relating to the welfare and development of the state. " 13 Phillip
Paludan has argued that northerners rallied to the Union in 1861
in part because they saw secession as an anarchic assault on their
governmental institutions. Northerners, Paludan writes, had a
stake in local government because they had so often been
involved in its operations. 14
Each of these three counties constructed its perceptions of
crime in a distinctive fashion. No doubt the Mississippians saw
themselves as living in a violent society and wrote about this in
their diaries and letters. Residents of Caldwell County saw
themselves trapped in a tough battle with sin. They feared
immorality might defeat them at any moment.
In Illinois,
residents perceived themselves as living in a disorderly place,
prone to theft.
With these beliefs in place,juries and judges structured their
responses to crime. In Mississippi persons prone to disorder
learned where the boundaries lay. Hitting, stabbing, or shooting
someone would likely get them indicted. Dueling might result in
an indictment, but duelists almost never actually went to trial.
Many acts of violence resulted in a negotiated solution--court
was a place to work out disagreements, not punish "bad" people.
The data from Shelby County is not complete enough to allow
analysis of just what response to crime locals engineered. In
Kentucky, courts administered a multitude of small fines in a bid
to establish order.

12F.

M. Perryman, Pioneer life in 11/inois(Pana: Kerr, 1907), 57, 86.
Dwight Harris, The History of Negro Servitude in Illinois and the
Slavery Agitation i11 that State, 1719-1864 (1904; reprint edn., Ann Arbor:
University Microfilms, 1968), 17.
14Phillip S. Paludan. A People's Contest: The Union and Civil War,
1861-1865, 2d ed. (Lawrence: University of Kansas, 1996).
13Norman
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All across America communities decide what constitutes
crime and what the response to crime should be. Neighborhoods
and villages decide when the state should intervene.
Expectations about how effective the state should be when it does
intervene influence courts' efficiency. We do not yet know what
happened in Littleton and Conyers. Perhaps we shall never really
know. It is at least possible that the formula school authorities
worked out for maintaining order in those schools went horribly
wrong. That is a valid hypothesis. To test it would require
detailed research in ordering practices in those particular places.
Such research through American history would reveal much
about American attitudes toward government, violence, and
justice.
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figure 3.

compiled by Mark Voss-Hubbard and Newton E. Key
1607-1776-Colonial America
1680s
1682 (or 1717?)-Illinois area becomes a possession of the French
crown, a dependency of Canada, and part of Louisiana.
1690s
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1760s
1763-1789-The American Revolution and The Creation of
the Republic
1765-Great Britain takes over Illinois area (ceded to Britain by
the Treaty of Paris, 1763).
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1770s
1778-George Rogers Clark (17 52-1818) defeats the British at
Kaskaskia, securing the Illinois country for Virginia.
1780s
1784-Virginia cedes Northwest Territory, including Illinois area,
to the federal government, to be cut into states.
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1787-Northwest Ordinance includes Illinois in the Northwest
Territory.
1787-Constitutional Convention meets
1788-Convention ratifies Constitution
1789-1846-Early National Period and Jacksonian America
1789-lnauguration of President George Washington in New
York City
1790s
1800s
1800-Congress creates Indiana Territory, which includes Illinois.
t 803-Kaskaskia Indians cede most of their Illinois lands to the
United States.
1809-Congress organizes the Illinois Territory, with Kaskaskia
the capital.
1810s
1812-1814-War of 1812
1815 & 1818-Surveyors and Illinois rangers skirmish with
Indians in Coles County area (Embarras River basin, now
Hutton Township). 1
1818-lllinois becomes a state.
1820s
1824-First settlers of European descent in Coles County area
(Embarras River basin, now Hutton Township). 2
1826-First settlers in Charleston township. 3
1830s
1Unattributed basic information assembled from sources such as A
Chronology of Illinois History, reprinted from Ellen M. ~hit?ey, comp.: Jlli,'.ois
History: An Annotated Bibliography (Springfield: Illinois State Htstoncal
Library, 1999). The History ()f Coles County, lllinoi.s (Chicago, 1879), 242.
The compilers are grateful for the assistance of Anna Pfeifer.
2The History of Coles County, 230.
3The History of Coles County, 233.

1830-Charles Morton opens first store in county,. 4
1830, Dec. 25-State creates Coles County (named after Edward
Coles, second Illinois Governor, elected 1822); and chooses
hamlet called "Coles Court House" (later Charleston) as
county seat. 5
1831, April 23-First Charleston plat map (recorded June 4); first
court house. 6
1831, May-Thomas Lincoln family, moving back to Indiana
from year in Macon County, stops in Coles County and
decides to stay (Hannah Radley, sister of Sarah Lincoln,
lived here). 7
1835-Charleston erects second court house.
1836-Charles Morton constructs 821 Monroe St. (now oldest
surviving house in Charleston). 8
1836-Coles County, presidential election returns: William Henry
Harrison (Whig),180; Martin Van Buren (Democrat), 151.9
1839, March 2-lncorporation of Charleston as a town.
1840s
1840-Population of Coles County, 9,616; first newspaper in
Coles County is Charleston Courier.'°

4 The

History of Coles County, 251.
H. Coleman, The Lincoln-Douglas Debate at Charleston, Illinois:
September 18, 1858 (Eastern Illinois University Bulletin, 220, October I, 1957):
43. Edward Coles was a slave owner, who brought his slaves with him from
Virginia when he moved to Illinois. But he set all his slaves free upon reaching
Illinois and gave each 160 acres. The History of Coles County, 224.
6 The History of Coles County, 245.
7Charles H. Coleman, "Sarah Bush Lincoln, The Mother Who Survived
Him," in Historical Essays (Eastern Illinois University Bulletin, special number,
May 1962): 22-3.
8The Charleston and Mattoon Bicentennial Commissions, History of Coles
County: 1876-1976 (Dallas, 1976), 17.
9 W. Dean Burnham, Presidential Ballots, 1836-/892 (Baltimore, 19S5),
370-1 (and for all election returns through 1892).
10The Histo,y of Coles County, 216, 288.
5Charles
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c. 1840-Thomas and Sarah Bush Lincoln move to their fifth
Coles County home, at Goosenest Prairie, now Lincoln Log
Cabin State Park. 11
1841-Part of Coles County forms Cumberland County.
1841-1855-Abraham Lincoln practices law in circuit which
includes Coles County.
1844-Coles County, presidential election returns: Henry Clay
(W), 776; James K. Polk (D), 582.
1846-1860-The Sectional Crisis: Slavery, Expansion, and
the Coming of the Civil War
1847, Oct-Matson slave case tried in Coles County, after two
Coles County abolitionists, Gideon Matthew Ashmore
(tavern owner) and Dr. Hiram Rutherford give shelter to
black wife and children of one Anthony Bryant, a free Negro
and foreman for Robert Matson of Kentucky (who had been
bringing his slaves back and forth between his Kentucky and
his Illinois farm each year since 1843). Abraham Lincoln
one of the attorneys for slave owner Matson. 12
1848-Coles County, presidential election returns: Zachary
Taylor (W), 877; Lewis Cass (D), 633; M. Van Buren (Free
Soil), 6.

1850s
1850-Population of Coles County, 9,335, including 36 free
African-Americans and 70 foreign-born. Population of
Charleston, 2,262; Population of Charleston Town, 849. 13
1851-Thomas Lincoln, father of Abraham, dies. 14

11Coleman,

"Sarah Bush Lincoln," 23. Note, however, Charles H. Coleman
and Paul H. Spence, 'The Charleston Riot, March 28, 1864," in Coles County
in the Civil War. 1861-1865, ed. Lavern M. Hamand (Eastern Illinois University
Bulletin, 257, July 1965): 78 claims that it was in 1837.
12Charles H. Coleman, 'The Matson Slave Case," in Historical Essays
(Eastern Illinois University Bulletin, special number, May 1962): 31-40.
13The History of Cotes County, 216; J.D. 8. DeBow, Sta'.istical View of the
United States ... being a Compendium of the Seventh Census (Washington,
1854),218-23, 346.
14Coleman, The Lincoln-Douglas Debate, 43.

1852-Coles County, presidential election returns: Winfield Scott
(W), 997; Franklin Pierce (D), 733; John P. Hale (FS), 2.
1853-Incorporation of Charleston as a village. 15
1855-56-Terre Haute and Alton Railroad completes rail line
through area. 16
1856-Coles County, presidential election returns: John C.
Fremont (Republican), 783; James Buchanan (D), 1,178;
Millard Fillmore (American), 796.
1858, Sept. 18,-Abraham Lincoln and Stephen Douglas debate
in Charleston as part of their campaigns for a United States
Senate seat. Crowd estimated at 12-15,000. Lincoln
supporters parade through town with "a huge wagon
festooned with bunting and flowers [which] carried thirtytwo pretty girls, each with a banner inscribed with the name
of a state, while thirty-two young horsemen caracoled behind
it."17
c. 1858-Beginning of broom corn cultivation in Coles County
(county and surrounding area known as "Broom Corn Capital
of the World" through much of the rest of the 19th century). 18
1859-Creation of Douglas County, which includes part of what
was then Coles County. 19

1860s
1860-Population of Coles County, 14,203, including 29 AfricanAmericans. 20
1860, May 9-10-Illinois Republican convention at Decatur
chooses Abraham Lincoln as its nominee for the Presidency
to be chosen later that year at the national convention in
15The

History of Coles County, 317.
and Mattoon Bicentennial Commissions, History of Coles
County, 184.
178enjamin P. Thomas, Abraham Lincoln (New York, 1952, 1968), 184-5.
18The Charleston and Mattoon Bicentennial Commissions, History of Coles
County, 17.
19Coleman, 'The Matson Slave Case," 31.
20The History of Coles County, 216; Charles W. Seaton, Compendium of
the Tenth Census of the United States (Washington, 1885), I: 344.
16TheCharleston
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Chicago. Political banners claim Lincoln father as "the First
Pioneer of Macon (sic) County." 21
1860-Coles County, presidential election returns: Abraham
Lincoln (R): 1,495; Stephen Douglas (D), 1,467; John Bell
(Constitutional Union), 79.22
1861-1877-Civil War and Reconstruction
1861, Jan. 30-c. Feb. 7-Abraham Lincoln journeys from
Springfield to Charleston to make a farewell visit to his
stepmother, Sarah Bush Lincoln.23
1861, April 25-7th Illinois Infantry Regiment musters at Camp
Yates, Illinois (Company B of the 7th recruited from Mattoon
and vicinity); 8th Illinois Infantry Regiment musters at
Springfield (Company C of the 8th recruited in Charleston
and vicinity). Regiments mustered out July 9, 1865 and May
4, 1866 respectively. 24
1862, Feb.-First Confederate prisoners to enter Coles County
pass through Mattoon on way to Chicago prison camp.25
1863, June-More than one hundred Copperheads meet in Seven
Hickory Township (northeastern Coles County) to engage in
drill and discuss plans for resisting the draft, perhaps
members of the Knights of the Golden Circle. 26
1863, July 30 or Aug. I-Copperhead or Peace Democrat parade
through Mattoon, with attendance of 3,000.27
1864, Jan. 30-Charles Shoalmax, of the 17th Illinois Cavalry,
shoots Edward Stevens, a Copperhead, on a Mattoon street.28
Abraham Lincoln, 206.
Coleman and Spence, 'The Charleston Riot," 78.
23Thomas, Abraham Lincoln, 238; Gail L. Lathrop and Gerald G. Pierson,
"Coles County in the Civil War," in Coles County in the Civil War, 1861-/865,
ed. Lavern M. Hamand (Eastern Illinois University Bulletin, 257, July 1965):
7-8.
24 Lathrop and Pierson, "Coles County in the Civil War," 24-6.
25 Lathrop and Pierson, "Coles County in the Civil War," IS.
26Coleman and Spence, 'The Ch:irleston Riot," 81.
27Lathrop and Pierson, "Coles County in the Civil War," 18; Coleman and
Spence, 'The Charleston Riot," 82-3.
28 Coleman and Spence, "The Charleston Riot," 83.

1864, Feb. 16-22-Violence between soldiers and Copperheads
in Paris, Illinois, leaves at least two civilians killed and two
soldiers wounded. 29
1864, March 28-The Charleston Riot (6 soldiers killed and 4
wounded; 3 civilians killed [two Copperheads] and 8
wounded [5 Copperheads]). 30
1864-Coles County, presidential election returns: Lincoln (R),
2,210; George B. McClellan (D), 1,555.31
1865-Incorporation of Charleston as a city. 32
1868-Coles County, presidential election returns: Ulysses S.
Grant (R), 2,658; Horatio Seymour (D), 2,270.
1869, April 10,-Sarah Bush Lincoln dies at Goosenest Prairie,
Coles County, now Lincoln Log Cabin State Park (81 years
old, had lived at that house for 29 years).33
1870s
1870-Population of Coles County, 23,235, including 220
African-American and 1,053 foreign-born. Population of
Charleston, 4,472; Population of Charleston City, 2,849.34
1872-Coles County, presidential election returns: U. S. Grant
(R), 2,647; Horace Greeley (D),
2,411; "Regular
Democratic," 13.
1876, Nov. 7-Coles County, presidential election returns:
Rutherford B. Hayes (R), 2,958 (2,957?); Samuel J. Tilden
(D), 2,822; Peter Cooper (Greenback & Prohibition), 107
(102?).35

1877-1900-Gilded Age
1878-Old Settlers' Association established.

21Thomas,
22

Coleman and Spence, 'The Charleston Riot," 84.
and Spence, 'The Charleston Riot," 78-112.
31Coleman and Spence, 'The Charleston Riot," 79.
32The History of Coles County, 317.
33Coleman, "Sarah Bush Lincoln," 28.
34The History of Coles County, 216; Francis A. \\'alker, A Compendium of
the Ninth Census of the United States: 1870 (Washington, 1872), 152,407,
726,818.
35The Histo,y of Coles County, 206.
29

3°Coleman
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1880s
1880-Coles County population, 26,765, including 276 AfricanAmericans and 1,149 foreign-born.
Population of
Charleston, 4,295; Population of Charleston City, 2,867.36
1880-Coles County, presidential election returns: James A.
Garfield (R), 2,991; Winfield S. Hancock (D), 2,905;
Greenback-Labor & Prohibition, 14l.
1884-Coles County, presidential election returns: James G.
Blaine (R), 3,193; Grover Cleveland (D), 3,234;
Greenback-Labor & Prohibition, 132.
1888-Coles County, presidential election returns: Benjamin
Harrison (R), 3,424; G. Cleveland (D), 3,286; Union Labor
& Prohibition, 173.
1890s
1892-Coles County, presidential election returns: B. Harrison
(R), 3,693; G. Cleveland (D), 3,611; James B. Weaver
(People's), 203; John Bidwell (Prohibition), 97.
1893-0riginal cabin constructed by Thomas Lincoln south of
Charleston bought and disassembled to ship to Chicago
Exposition of 1893. Mysteriously, it never arrives there and
is never recovered. 37
1895-Charleston chosen as site for Eastern Illinois Normal
School.
1896-Coles County, presidential election returns: William
McKinley (R), 4,534; William Jennings Bryan (D &
People's), 3,963; Prohibition, 105.38
1898-New (third) County Courthouse.
1900s
1900-1929-Age of Reform and Progressivism
Compendium of the Tenth Census, I: 99,344,499.
Charleston and Mattoon Bicentennial Commissions, History of Coles
County, 41.
38Edgar Eugene Robinson, The Presidential Vote, 1896-1932 (Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 1934), 178 (and for all election returns through
1932).

1900, Feb.-Drs. John T. Montgomery and Robert Craig operate
Charleston Sanatorium, 637 Division St., Charleston, later
rebuilt ( 1909) as Montgomery Sanatorium (and, today, Hour
House).39
1900-Coles County, presidential election returns: McKinley (R),
4,706; Bryan (D), 3,921; Prohibition & Socialist, 128
1904-Coles County, presidential election returns: Theodore
Roosevelt (R), 4,901; Alton B. Parker (D), 3,435;
Prohibition & Socialist, 492.
1904-1931-Interurban rail service operates between Charleston
and Mattoon.
1904-1932-Coles County Chautauqua operates at the old
Tabernacle, Coles County Fairgrounds. 40
1908-Coles County, presidential election returns: William
H. Taft (R), 4,288; William J. Bryan (D), 3,957; Prohibition
& Socialist, 287.
1910s
1912-Coles County, presidential election returns: Taft (R),
2,263; Woodrow Wilson (D), 3,453; Progressive, Socialist,
Prohibition, 2,710.
1914-1918-World War I
1916-Coles County, presidential election returns: Charles E.
Hughes (R), 8,314; Wilson (D), 7,772; Socialist &
Prohibition, 265.
1920s
1920-Coles County, presidential election returns: Warren G.
Harding (R), 8,563; James M. Cox (D), 5,811; Socialist &
Farmer-Labor, 200.
June 3, 192l-Four-year program created and Eastern Normal
School becomes Eastern Illinois State Teachers College.

36 Seaton,

37Toe

39The Charleston and Mat•:>onBicentennial Commissions, History of Coles
County, 110.
4°The Charleston and Mattoon Bicentennial Commissions, History of Coles
County, 68.
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1924-Coles County, presidential election returns: Calvin
Coolidge (R), 8,342; John W. Davis (D), 5,544; Progressive
& Socialist, 1,308.
1928-Coles County, presidential election returns: Herbert
Hoover (R), 11,479; Alfred E. Smith (D), 5,071; Socialist &
Communist, 57.
1929-1945-The Great Depression & New Deal America
1930s
1932-Coles County, presidential election returns: Hoover
(R):7 ,313; Franklin Delano Roosevelt (D), 11,081; Socialist
& Communist, 165.
1936-Coles County, presidential election returns: Alfred Landon
(R), 8,800; FDR (D), 11,931; Socialist & Communist, 137.41
1939-1945-World War II
1940s
1940-Coles County, presidential election returns: Wendell
Wilkie (R), 10,528; FDR (D), 11,409; Socialist &
Prohibition, 77.
1944-Coles County, presidential election returns: Thomas
Dewey (R), 9,473; FDR (D), 8,936; Socialist & Prohibition,
54.
1945-1975-The Age of Abundance
1947, July 21,-Eastern Illinois State Teachers College becomes
Eastern Illinois State College.
1948-Coles County, presidential election returns: Thomas
Dewey (R), 8,638; Harry S. Truman (D), 8,393; Socialist &
Prohibition, 53.
1950s

41 Richard M. Scammon, ed., America at the Polls: A Handbook of
American Presidential Election Statistics, J920-1964 (Pittsburgh: University of
Pittsburgh Press, 1965), 128-34 (and for all election returns through 1964).

1952-Coles County, presidential election returns: Dwight D.
Eisenhower (R), 12,660; Adlai S. Stevenson (D), 7,876;
Socialist Labor, 20.
1954-1975-Vietnam War
1956-Coles County, presidential election returns: Eisenhower
(R):, 12,436; Stevenson (D), 7,569; Socialist Labor, 10.
1957-Eastern Illinois State College becomes Eastern Illinois
University.
1960s
1960-Coles County, presidential election returns: Richard
Milhouse Nixon (R), 12,166; John F. Kennedy (D), 8,629;
Socialist Labor, 19.
1964-Coles County, presidential election returns: Barry
Goldwater (R):, 8,878; Lyndon Baines Johnson (D), 11,377.
1968-Coles County, presidential election returns: R. M. Nixon
(R), 10,449; Hubert Humphrey (D), 7,337; George Wallace
(American Independent), 1,973; Socialist-Labor, 7 .42
1970s
1972-Coles County, presidential election returns: Nixon (R),
13,681; George S. McGovern (D), 7,988; Socialist Labor &
Communist, 82.
1975-2000-Contemporary America
1976-Coles County, presidential election returns: Gerald Ford
(R), 11,021; Jimmy Carter (D), 8,639; Independent,
Socialist, Communist & Libertarian, 502.
1980s
1980-Coles County, presidential election returns: Ronald
Reagan (R), 11,994; Jimmy Carter (D), 6,743; Independent,
Socialist, Citizens, Communist, Workers World &
Libertarian, 1,934.
42Richard M. Scammon and Alice V. McGillivray, eds., America at the
Polls 2: A Handbook of American Presidential Election Statistics, /968-1984
(Washington: Election Research Center, 1988), 156-66 (and for all election
returns through 1984).
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1984-Coles County, presidential election returns: Ronald
Reagan (R), 14,044; Walter Mondale (D), 7,156;
Independent, Socialist Workers, Libertarian, & Communist,
95.

1990s
2000s

Crisis and Conscience: Illinois
Copperheads and the American Civil War
Terry A. Barnhart
History provides many examples of individuals and groups
who have taken public stands on the issues of their day. Some
have gone against the grain of popular sentiment in expressing
their views, even to the point of openly defying the policies of
their government. During the American Civil War, the
"Copperheads" of Illinois and other Midwestern states were
among such groups. Copperhead was a pejorative epithet which
Republicans applied to Northern members of the Democratic
Party, also known as Peace Democrats, who criticized the
administration of Abraham Lincoln for its war policies and who
sought an armistice with the Confederacy. A loosely-affiliated
group, the Copperheads expressed their views on the war in the
press, at political conventions, and in state legislatures. Their
views struck a responsive chord among like-minded Democrats
in Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio between 1862 and 1864, while their
Republican opponents considered their ideas and alleged actions
as nothing less than treason. Not all those known as
Copperheads supported the doctrine of secession, but as a group
they found common cause in their objections to the actions of
the Lincoln administration. The political slogan for which they
were best known and remembered was "The Constitution as it is
and the Union as it was."
The Copperhead movement was a complex phenomenon,
deeply rooted in the sectional, economic, social, political, and
religious issues that determined political loyalties during the
Civil War. It is all too easy to over-simplify when discussing its
origin and the beliefs and motives of individual Copperheads.
The derivation of the name Copperhead itself is uncertain. Some
writers attribute the term to the copperhead snake, while others
trace it to the buttons cut from copper coins depicting the goddess
of liberty that were worn by many Peace Democrats. Be that as
it may, Copperheads were uniformly depicted in Northern
newspapers as copperhead snakes who wanted to make peace
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with the Confederacy at any price and on any terms. Their actual
views and objectives were often quite different from those
attributed to them by Republican politicians and newspapers, but
there is little question as to what it was about the war that they so
aggressively opposed.
Opposition to the war in some areas of Illinois arose over
worsening economic conditions. The loss of Southern markets
and the closure of the Mississippi River in 1861 lowered grain
prices, while a bank panic occurred among Midwestern banks
that based their paper money upon Southern bonds. Only
seventeen out of 112 banks in Illinois survived the creation of
the Confederacy. The economic downturn in agriculture and
banking also resulted in a commercial recession, which increased
the number of those who opposed the war and criticized the
Lincoln administration. Illinois' "Copperhead Legislature" of
1863 is a case in point. Much of the discontent expressed in the
Illinois legislature of 1863 centered around economic grievances
against railroads and the operators of grain elevators, anticipating
the agrarian concerns that emerged as the Granger Movement of
the 1870s. In the face of economic hardships, opposing the war
for some Illinoisans was less a matter of disloyalty and more a
bread-and-butter issue. Some who had supported the war after
the attack on Fort Sumter in 1861 came to blame Lincoln for their
economic problems. It is not surprising that the ranks of
dissenters throughout the North had grown by 1863.
Economic issues, however, were not the only source of
discontent. Existing political differences and partisan spirit in
Illinois were greatly exacerbated by the Civil War. Illinoisans
were not of one mind as to how the war should be conducted, nor
was there consensus in all quarters if it could or should be won.
Those differences became manifest when delegates convened the
Illinois Constitutional Convention of 1862. Proponents of a new
state constitution argued that the Constitution of 1848 was no
longer adequate to a state that had doubled in population by
1860, and that paid government officials at rates no longer
considered adequate. The proposed convention had been
approved by voters in 1860 and delegates elected the following

year. Democrats controlled the conventional and opted to draft
a partisan document. With Samuel Buckmaster presiding over
the convention, they saw to it that Democrats did all they could
to oppose the Republican Party and Governor Richard Yates.
The Democratic delegates conducted investigations into army
appointments and purchases in an attempt to embarrass Yates,
tried to strip the governor of military authority, proposed
reducing his four-year term to two years, and shamelessly
gerrymandered the boundaries of state legislative and
Congressional districts in their favor. The blatantly partisan
nature of the delegates' actions and views at the convention
doomed the so called "Copperhead Constitution" of 1862.
Illinois voters rejected the proposed constitution in a special June
election by a margin of 24,515 votes.
Many of the Democrats at the Illinois constitutional
convention were accused by Republicans of being members of
the Knights of the Golden Circle. Joseph K.C. Forest, the
Springfield correspondent of the Chicago Daily Tribune and a
Republican crony of Governor Yates, made the charge in an
effort to discredit the governor's Democratic critics. The Tribune
even suggested that treason might be afoot. "There are people in
that convention who would not hesitate to involve our people in
anarchy-who would wait only [for] the favorable moment to
seize the military power of the state, and to tum the arms of
Illinois upon the flag of our common country." The Democratic
delegates at the convention flatly denied the charges levied
against them. A special committee was appointed to investigate
the matter, composed of Republicans as well as Democrats. The
committee found no evidence of the Golden Circles' existence in
Illinois, and when called upon Forrest admitted that his story was
based upon rumor and unsubstantiated reports. Nonetheless,
rumors about the Knights of the Golden Circle continued to swirl
through Republican papers, which attempted to link the group
with the "Copperhead Constitution."
The political conte:;t between Illinois Democrats and
Republicans continued into the election during the Fall of 1862.
The upsurge in anti-administration sentiment in Illinois sent a
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Democratic majority to the state legislature in 1863. This was
Illinois' so called "Copperhead Legislature." Governor Yates
and the Lincoln administration were challenged on almost every
front by the new Democratic legislature. The House of
Representatives proposed that all spending for the war effort and
the appointment of officers be assigned to a three-member
commission, aired a list of grievances against the president and
the governor, and brought forward the names of prominent Peace
Democrats to serve as five of the six Illinois commissioners to a
proposed peace convention at Louisville, Kentucky. Only the
death of a Democratic senator-the Democrats held a slim thirteen
to twelve majority over Republicans in the Senate-prevented the
Senate from taking similar action. Senator Isaac Funk, a
Republican from McLean County, minced no words in attacking
the resolutions of his political adversaries in the state legislature.
He called the Democrats "traitors and secessionists at heart" who
should have "asses' ears to set off their heads."
Tension ran high on both side of the aisle through the better
part of 1863, before Governor Yates dissolved the legislature on
a technicality. The Illinois Constitution authorized the governor
to prorogue the legislature if the two houses could not agree on
adjournment. So ended Illinois' "Copperhead Legislature" of
1863; not without protest but without effective recourse against
the governor's bold action. The stymied Democrats also seemed
helpless to refute renewed accusations about the illusive Knights
of the Golden. Joseph K.C. Forrest connected the Democraticcontrolled legislature with the Golden Circle in the Chicago
Daily Tribune, as he had with the state's constitutional
convention of the previous year. Forrest reported that the secret
society was plotting the establishment of a "Northwest
Confederacy" and hoped to drive Lincoln from office. The
Illinois State Register at Springfield, a Democratic paper, was
reported to be its official organ. That charge was quickly denied
by the paper's editor, Charles H. Lanphier. It would not be the
last time that unsubstantiated claims about the activities of secret
Copperhead societies would make their appearance in Illinois,
Indiana, and Ohio.

Despite these political setbacks, Illinois Peace Democrats
continued to dissent from the policies of the government
regarding the war. At a large gathering held at Camp Yates
outside of Springfield in 1863, Peace Democrats renewed their
call for peace without victory. Among them were some of the
most prominent citizens of the state, including civilians who had
been released from Union military prisons. Those present
affirmed their loyalty to the federal Constitution in peace and in
war, pledged themselves to upholding the law, and squarely
charged the Lincoln administration with undermining the Bill of
Rights. They called for the return of the former Ohio
Congressmen Clement Laird Valladigham, who Lincoln had
arrested and banished to the Confederacy for publicly expressing
sympathetic views toward the Southern cause. They also
expressed their outrage over the arrest of William H. Carlin, son
a former Illinois governor; denounced the government's use of
martial law in certain areas of the North, and condemned
Governor Yates' proroguing of the state legislature as
unconstitutional. The speakers on that occasion also rejected the
legitimacy of secession, thus refuting the charge that all Peace
Democrats or Copperheads were secessionists at heart. They
desired a peaceful restoration of the South to the Union and
called for a national peace conference toward that end. The
soldiers who had served the Union cause could take pride in their
service, but the war had to end short of victory. Continuation of
the war would "subvert the constitution and the government, and
entail upon this nation all the disastrous consequences of misrule
and anarchy."
What so many Northern Democrats decried as misrule and
anarchy was the arbitrary arrest and trial of civilians by military
authorities. The contest between civilian courts and military
tribunals also occurred in Illinois. Circuit judge Charles H.
Constable of Mount Carmel, a Democrat, released four deserters
who had been arrested by army sergeants acting on the orders of
Colonel Henry H. Carrington, commander ;>fthe Indiana Military
District. Constable argued that the army had no authority to
arrest deserters from Indiana within the sovereign state of
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Illinois. Outraged by the judge's action, Carrington led a
detachment of Indiana cavalry into Marshall, Illinois, in March
of 1863. There he arrested Judge Constable, who was then trying
the two anny sergeants on the charge of kidnaping. A federal
judge ordered Constable's release on the grounds that
Carrington 's cavalry had no authority to hunt deserters outside of
Indiana, thus supporting Constable's earlier opinion. Constable's
actions in this incident and his subsequent release from federal
custody was something of a cause celebre among Illinois Peace
Democrats.
Attempts to capture Union Anny deserters also became a
source of dissension on the Illinois home front. Opponents of the
war often encouraged desertion, while the anny's efforts to arrest
deserters in southern Illinois sometimes met with civilian
resistance. Deserters were concealed and armed mobs often
greeted their would-be captors. Mandatory enlistment under the
Conscription Act of 1863 was extremely unpopular in
Charleston, Jacksonville, and Vandalia. An armed mob drove
Union officers in charge of enlistment from various parts of
Fulton County in protest of the conscription law. The officers
were actually attacked and at least two fatal shootings were
reported. Another mob at Olney threatened to bum the town if
the local enrollment lists were not surrendered. In Union County,
a guerrilla band assaulted Unionists and destroyed their property.
Confederate sympathizers in southern Illinois sometimes
practiced intimidation tactics, beating and shooting those who
supported the Union war effort. Such vigilantism was practiced
by both sides. Because of desertions and fraternizing with the
enemy, one regiment, largely comprised of soldiers from southern
Illinois, was actually arrested and placed under guard at Holly
Springs, Mississippi, in March of 1863. Desertions all but
eliminated another Illinois regiment stationed at Cairo, reducing
its numbers to a mere thirty-five men. It has been estimated that
in a five-month period eight hundred deserters were arrested in
Perry, Saline, Jackson, and Williamson counties, and two
thousand in the State of Illinois as a whole. Such desertions and

civil disturbances clearly indicate the unpopularity of the war in
some sections of the state.
Especially unpopular in some areas of Illinois was the
Emancipation Proclamation. Very few Illinoisans had enlisted
in the anny in 1861 to end slavery. The conflict ostensibly began
as a war to save the union, even though the issue of slavery cast
a shadow over the decade of crises leading to secession and
conflict. News of the preliminary Emancipation Proclamation in
September of 1862 was received with hostilities in several
sections of the North and within some quarters of the Union
Anny. Union troops from western and southern Illinois were
among them, reflecting attitudes toward slavery and AfricanAmericans that were transplanted in these areas by migration
from the Carolinas, Tennessee, and Kentucky. It should be
remembered that in 1818 their was strong sentiment in Illinois to
repeal Article VI of the Northwest Ordinance of 1787, which had
banned the institution of slavery in the Northwest Territory and
its future states. Although the movement to introduce slavery
into Illinois was unsuccessful, the cultural origins of Illinoisans
continued to condition their attitudes on questions of race.
Slavery was as abhorrent to most Illinoisans as it was to other
residents of the "free Northwest," yet there were communities
where the majority opinion ran the other way.
Many Illinoisans were not prepared to grant AfricanAmericans, whether enslaved or free, equal rights under the law.
The Copperheads had no desire to extend the benefits of
American citizenship to African-Americans in their exclusionary
concern over the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. In
denouncing the Emancipation Proclamation, for example, they
gave utterance to racists attitudes that would continue to trouble
race relations in the Midwest for years to come. Abolitionists
were sometimes more detested than slave holders. A citizen of
McDonough County, for example, wrote to his nephew in the 16th
Illinois, urging him to desert over the issue of emancipation.
"Richard take a fool[']s advice and come home [even] if you have
to desert." He assured him that he would be "protected," since
the local citizens were "so enraged that you need not be alarmed
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if you hear of the whole of the Northwest killing off the
abolitionists.
Opposition to the proclamation was also present in Coles
County and in northwestern Illinois, although by no means were
people in those areas of one mind. Anti-emancipation sentiments
were more common in some Illinois counties than in others, and
often differed within a given county. The views of individuals in
a particular locality largely correlated with the sources of
migration to those areas. Those of Southern extraction were
more likely to oppose emancipation, while those from New
England tended to be for it. Copperhead activity in McDonough
County, for example, was significant after 1863, but
comparatively insignificant in neighboring Warren County.
Similarly, many troops in the 34th Illinois Regiment, popularly
known as the "Rock River Rifles," were anti-Lincoln. But it
would be more correct to attribute those sentiments to a company
within the 34 th that had been recruited from Randolf County in
southern Illinois than to the entire regiment. For there were also
companies of the 34th that supported Lincoln and the
Emancipation Proclamation. Edwin W. Payne, a soldier in the
34th, wrote: "I go in for it [emancipation] with my whole heart
and hand." In his mind the war had been about slavery from the
start. "I do not believe in stopping short of attaining the object for
which the war has been carried out on the part of the
government.
Payne asserted that when Union troops were
ordered to return escaped slaves to their owners, there was
outrage in the ranks of the 34 th Regiment. Clearly, Illinois was a
house divided on the issue of slavery. On balance, more
Illinoisans favored emancipation than opposed it.
Attitudes toward the South and suspected Southern
sympathizers hardened in 1864, when the prospect of a Union
victory was clearly in sight.
Soldiers on leave often
demonstrated intolerance and outright enmity toward those
suspected of being sympathetic to the Confederacy or critical of
the government. Violence erupted at Charleston, Illinois, in
1864, a known center of Copperhead sentiment. Six soldiers and
three civilians were killed and another four soldiers and eight
11
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civilians wounded in a riot on the courthouse square. Violence
subsided when a detachment of federal troops arrived from
Mattoon. Fifteen Copperheads were arrested over this incident,
all of whom were turned over to civilian authorities by Lincoln's
order. Two of the prisoners went to trial and were acquitted.
The Charleston Riot, however, appears to have resulted more
from personal animosities, taunting, and too much com whiskey
than from a deliberate conspiracy or a spontaneous outbreak over
strictly defined issues. Several indictments for murder were later
issued, but no convictions were ever handed down. Trials could
have continued for years, but most Illinoisans, like Americans as
a whole, were anxious to put the war behind them as quickly as
possible after Appomattox.
Meanwhile, rumors about Copperhead conspiracies were
again making the rounds. Governor Richard Yates, seeking reelection in 1864, resumed his collaboration with the Springfield
correspondent of the Chicago Tribune in spreading those tales, in
an attempt to further discredit his Democratic opponents. The
result was the "Camp Douglas Conspiracy," where it was asserted
that Copperheads were planning to liberate 8,000 Confederate
prisoners incarcerated at Camp Douglas near Chicago. Chicago
was to be sacked and burned, the war carried to other Midwestern
cities, and a Northwest Confederacy created. Chicagoan Charles
Walsh, an Irish-American Democrat,
was among those
implicated in the alleged Chicago conspiracy. Walsh feared that
Governor Yates and President Lincoln were preparing to use
military force to ensure their re-elections. When rumors spread
that Governor Yates was arming Union Leagues, Walsh began to
gather muskets and revolvers in order to protect the polls. Walsh
was arrested, the arms in his basement confiscated, and the
existence of the "Camp Douglas Conspiracy" exposed in the
Chicago Daily Tribune. Walsh and seven of his supposed
cohorts were sent to Cincinnati where they were tried for treason
by a military tribunal. Walsh was found guilty and sentenced to
five years in prison, but with the recommendation that he be
pardoned.
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SUGGESTED READING
Was there, in fact, a "Camp Douglas Conspiracy," or a larger
plot to establish a Northwest Confederacy? Were the much
maligned Copperheads actually traitors to the Union? Or were
they merely conscientious objectors who exercised their
constitutional rights to dissent, albeit in an unpopular and
doctrinaire manner? Historians have been divided in their
answers to these questions.
Some have portrayed the
Copperheads as willful obstructionists and conspirators, much as
their detractors had during the Civil War. Other investigators, by
contrast, see them as conservative and highly-partisan dissenters,
whose often misguided actions fell short of treason. The thrust
of recent scholarship supports the latter interpretation. Whatever
the verdict on the Copperheads, the controversies that swirled
about them defined the limits of dissent in the North during the
Civil War. The larger questions they raised about the protection
of civil liberties during times of civil strife, the relationship
between rights and responsibilities, and the meaning of the
United States Constitution are still of interests to historians and
legal scholars. The American Civil War was not only a crises
for the Union and the Constitution, but also a crisis of personal
conscience. The history of the Illinois Copperheads is a vivid
reminder of the passion and intolerance that occurred in that
crises, and the personal consequences of talcing a stand.
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